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RIA A targets college students 
Almost 5.000 
students caught in 
2005-06 year 
■v KELLY CONNIFF 
staff writer 
College students scrota ths na- 
tion arc being targeted with copy- 
right complaints due to illegal down- 
loading. 
Ever since music downloading be- 
came popular, the Recording Industry 
Association of America has remained 
Critical of the illegal practice. It main- 
tains downloading harms the mu- 
sic industry and the artist because it 
takes away copyright and royalty fees 
that thev would normal I \ receive 
During  the  2005-06 school  year, 
4,**ih students were dted sa violating 
RIAA regulations, compared to ap- 
proximately 1&000 already reported 
in the 2006-07 school year 
The RIAA identified 25 schools 
that received the most notices last 
year in order to increase pressure on 
the administrations of those schools 
tu take action. Schools such as Ohio 
University, Purdue University and the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln have 
received more than 1,000 complaints. 
More recently, the RIAA decided that 
400 students at 13 universities could 
have the opportunity to receive a dis- 
counted settlement before being taken 
to court. 
Although JMU has never brought 
a student S3 ludmal Affairs tor illegal 
downloading, they do have a general 
guideline that they follow il necessary. 
"(Information technology| gets a 
ROtlce that someone has been down- 
loading, so they send an e-mail to 
that person right away telling them 
that they have five days to stop.'' 
said Josh Bacon, director of Judicial 
Affairs It almost never happens, 
and when it does, students almost 
always comply." 
Madison Honored 
JMU observes 
namesake's 
birthday 
ii KAIFICH M UH i. 
staff writer 
James Madison Day started 
with a bang, or rather a boom, 
as ROTC fired a cannon on the 
i^uad yesterday afternoon to kick 
off the weak 
"Over the years ||,inies M.idi 
son Day | lias been a celebration 
0l the founding ot the institution 
and James Madison's birth," said 
director ot the l entennial Cel- 
ebration Office l*'red Hilton. 
Wednesday morning WSS the 
wreath-laving ceremony at the 
James Madison statue neat the 
Quad. Senior Vice President of Stu- 
dent Affairs Mark Warner, student 
Bodv President Brandon lickel, 
and    "lames   Madison'     himself 
spoks rhtl787sodetj racoanJasd 
its inanbers and honoR-d MM 
inductees, and the dinftor i>f the 
James Madison Center. Phil Bigler. 
prssentsrf i Sl.^"1 scholarship m 
SM JMV. page 5 
SUSAN SOMMI KIM HI uaff phnttvriiphrr 
-James Madison" makes a special appearance to speak at the James Madison Day festivities. Vice President of 
Student Affairs Mark Warner (seated far right) looks on. 
MACRoCk 
canceled 
this year 
Music festival 
to return next 
March and April 
■Y DOMINIC DESMOND 
news editor 
According to the Mid-At- 
lantic Radio Conference Web 
site, it will not hold its annual 
music festival — MACRoCk 
— this year in April. Instead, 
it will take place next year and 
plans to partner with Ham 
sonburg's Downtown Renais- 
sance. Until now, MACRoCk 
was a JMU organization. 
MACRoCk co-head direc- 
tor, senior Phil Mathews, said 
this is the first break in the mu- 
sic festival's 10-year history. 
"Rather than risk having 
it flop," Mathews said, "|we| 
decided to come back with a 
bang next year." 
MACRoCk is an annual 
music festival that features 
independent bands at venues 
throughout Harrisonburg and 
on JMU's campus. Next year, 
however, the organization will 
become independent of the 
university, which, according to 
its Web site, means the univer- 
sity will not legally back the 
organization. 
Mathews said the organiza- 
tion plans to hold the various 
shows in a more centralized 
location and will no longer 
hold shows on campus. 
Before the end of last se- 
mester, MACRoCk was asked 
not to present its case before 
SGA to seek funds to offset its 
debt of $15,496.37. 
The music festival is sched- 
uled for April 4 and 5, 2008. 
Closing Time 
IVAN DYSON//* 
Malnstreet Bar & Grill doted Its doors lor good this week after the Virginia 
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control revoked the establishment's liquor license, 
according to a March 10 Dally News-Record report. Bar owners Thomas Hall and Jon 
Paul said they decided not to appeal. 
Delegate proposes 
suicide legislation 
Annual number of 
college suicides 
around 1,000 
■n JIM DIMOS 
contributing writer 
I he transition trom high school to 
College is difficult but tor some, the 
MM pressures that college life gener- 
ates ni.iv be too great to bear, and an 
alarming number ot these itudents 
turn to lUlddc as ,\u eat |ps 
"Being <i\\.\\ Ironi home. BWS) 
from their parents who have slwayi 
been a Support leads some -.Indents 
to feel like the) don t have an outlet 
tor all the new  pressures the)   have 
to face/ Del lohn Welch R 21st Dis 
trlct said 
While there are no exa.t  figures 
I\u s <. ounseling and Student De 
velopmenl i enter Web itts sstimates 
that there are generally 73 SUiddes 
for ever) 100,000 enrolled college 
students in the I niled Mates 1 his 
brings the annual number ot itu 
dent suicides to 1,000. I lie site also 
gives indicators ol mil tde. including 
changes In ecademh performance 
such as ■kipping class and falling be 
hind, withdrawal trom friends and 
aihvilies    that    were    once    enjoved, 
engaging m reckless behavior with 
drug and alcohol abuse, and changes 
In personally 
In addition, according to the Sul 
dde and Mental Health Association 
Internationals Web site, suicide is 
the second biggest cause ol death of 
college students 
Welch was chief co-patron of a 
new law in Virginia that directlv 
addresses potentiallv suicidal col- 
lege students 1 he |SM requires that 
all public universities develop and 
implement plans to educate univer- 
sities tm Identifying and addressing 
the needs ot students displaying Mlf 
ddal behaviors It also states that no 
Student mav be penalized solely for 
attempting suicide. 
Welch created the bill after the son 
ol a dose friend committed sulddc 
Alter doing some research, I 
discovered an alarming number ot 
College students are committing sui- 
, ide. ' Welch said "A lot ot the same 
pressures that exist in high School, 
trom peers and SOdety, exist m col 
lege, and th.-se can build up to dan- 
gerous lev els. | 
■ \ppi\ ing these statistics to |Mi. 
would suggest ih.it we «ould exped 
to lose one or two students each vear 
to suuide, s.ud CSCX DlKCtOr Da- 
vid Onestak. "I am very happ) to 
reporl that through the efforti «»i 
main  eating people on campus, the 
projected number has not been the 
realm her.' at |Ml 
I he CSDC   has  previous!)   made 
efforts to advise the IMI commu- 
nity  Oft   this  issue  and   alreadv   has 
programs designed to help students 
se, SUICIDE, pap 4 
ttatatt 
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POLICE LOG 
BY ALICIA Srerzn/senior writer 
Possession of marijuana 
A JMU student was charged with possession of 
marijuana al Hillside Hall March II .it 8:51 p.m. 
Four JMU students were charged with posses- 
sion of marijuana .it Hillside Hall March 12 at 
10:21 p.m. 
Properly damage 
A JMU employee reported $175 worth of dam- 
age to a mirror and a door in a Bridgeforth Sta- 
dium restroom at an unknown date and tune. 
A JMU employee reported $500 worth of 
damage to an aluminum safety rail around 
the stage on the commons at an unknown 
date and time. 
Larceny 
A JMU student reported the theft of a parkin;; 
decal from a vehicle in A-Lot at an unknown 
date and time 
A JMU student reported the theft of a parking 
decal from a vehicle in the parking deck .it an 
unknown date and time. 
A JMU student reported the theft of a parking 
decal Irom a vehicle in ClO-Lot at an unknown 
date and time. 
A JMU student reported the theft of a blue 
and black Trek Bicycle, valued at $350, 
from a bike rack at Greek Row between 
March  2  and   March   12  at   an   unknown 
lima, 
Dm iiiu under the influence 
A non-shulonl w.is .harged with driving un- 
der the influence on University Boulevard 
March 12 at 12:02 a.m. 
Vandalism 
A JMU employee reported grafitti on signs 
around the Resource Management Building 
between March 1 at 6:30 p.m. and March 2 
at 7:30 a m. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
■ How to place a classified 
Go to www.lne6reoze.org and 
click on the classified link, or 
come into the office weekdays 
between 8 a.m.and 5 p.m. 
■ Cost: $5 for the first 10 
words, $3 for each additional 
10 words; boxed classified, $10 
per column inch. 
■ Deadlines: noon Friday for 
Monday issue, noon Tuesday 
lor Thursday issue 
■ Classifieds must be paid in 
advance in The Breeze office. 
MAILING ADDRESS 
The Breeze 
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall 
MSC 6805 
James Madison University 
Harnsonburg, 
Virginia 22807 
MISSION 
The Breeze, the student-run 
newspaper of James Madison 
University, serves student and 
faculty readership by reporting 
news involving the campus and 
local community. The Breeze 
strives to be impartial and fair in 
its reporting and firmly believes 
in its First Amendment rights 
A JMU student reported damage to tires of four     A JMU student reported the theft of a parking     .,      .       ,.      .  .        ... ,       „  ,- 
Dicyclea left in a bike rack in front of White Hall     decal from a vehicle in 1'4 Lot at an unknown     Numbef of drunk in publics since Aug. 28: 60 
at an unknown date and time. date and time Number ol parking tickets since Aug. 28 15,864 
DUKE DAYS Events Calendar 
Contemporary Dance Ensemble Performance 
The school of theatre and dance will showcase its nationally recog- 
nized dame program when it presents the Contemporary Dance 
Ensemble March 22 through March 24 at 8 p.m. The shows will 
take place in Duke Hall's l.atimer-Sh.iefferTheatre, and will feature 
choreography by JMU faculty, students and ,i guest artist, Donald 
Laney of Berkley, VV.V'a. This year's showcase features the work of 
students Meghan Amoroso, Jess Burgess, Sara Hoke and Dawn Ma- 
rie Young. Additionally, Internationally renowned composer John 
Hilliard of the JMU school of music will collaborate with the school 
of theatre and dance faculty members Shane O'Hara and Cynthia 
Thompson. Tickets are $8 general admission and $6 for children 
under 12, senior citizens and JAC Card holders. Advance tickets 
can be obtained through JML's Masterpiece Season Box Office in 
Harrison Hall, or by phone at 568-7000. 
Recycled Percussion 
Rec) l led Pen USSiori returns to campus March 19 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Wilson Hall Auditorium. The tree event is sponsored bv the Univer- 
sity Program Board, and features .i three-man "Junk rock" perfor- 
mance, blended with hip-hop beats from DJ Pharoah. Check out in- 
formation about the event at 'i"/> /- upb imu.edu/index2.hlml, or contact 
Renee Cramer at 568-7815 Ot Ctvmerrr9jmu£du with any questions. 
Slated for Demolition 
Prior to 
Spring Break. 
students could 
walk down 
W«MW Avtnua 
and M« Stone 
HouMitlH 
•tandtnt. Wh*i 
ttudwits 
were away, 
the building 
was razed In 
order to make 
room forme 
new pefformtnfi 
arts center on 
South Main 
Street. To see 
the stta of Stone 
House post 
demoHtkm. see 
p.t«S 
EVAN DYSON 
phMii riiilt* 
Contact Us 
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and 
distributed throughout James Madison University and the local 
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be addressed to Matthew Stoss, editor 
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CORRECTIONS 
In the March 1 issue of The 
Breeze's Arts S Entertainment 
article "Film lestival showcases 
student talent." trie festival's date 
was listed as March 26. but it will 
actually take place March 25 
The article "Part-time profs donl 
get same benefits" in the March 
1 issue of The Breeze stated Dr. 
Avent Beck earned his doctorate 
degree from Columbia University, 
but it was actually from NYU 
BE SURE TO GET YOUR FILL OF 
THE BREEZE BEFORE THE 
SUMMER BEGINS... 
..AND SENIORS, YOU ONLY HAVE 
Bi 
DAYS LEFT BEFORE GRADUATION! 
Do You CARE.? 
Campus Assault ResponsE is now accepting applications to 
become a trained member for the sexual assault helpline. 
Training will be held 
March 24th, 25th, 31st, and April 1st. 
Applications are available online 
(http://www.jmu.edu/womensresource/care.shtml) 
or in the C.A.R.E. office in TDU (112C), which are due 
March 19th by 5pm. 
Contact Caitlin Howard at howardcm@jmu.edu, 
if you have any questions. 
All students are welcome to attend C.A.R.E. 
meetings on Wednesday nights, 8pm in Taylor 311. 
Editor: Doinink DeMnood 
Edilut: Rachuu l)i\ii 
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Around Campus 
Wuhan gels new post 
at Univ. of Florida 
DanteJ VVubah, special as- 
MM.UK    t.i   ['resident   ! mwood 
Rose, accepted 1 MM position 
stthel rtmsit) ot Florida 
VVubah joined (he univer- 
MI\ m 2000 ,(s associate dean 
«>i the ( ollege »>t Science and 
Mathematics and piorsssor oi 
biology! and held his cuncnl 
position since 2ixw. 
Uoi |ul) 1. Uub.ih will till 
his   appointment   .is   associate 
piovoat far uiaferggaduate at- 
tains ,u the 1 rdversttj dt Florida 
Dance program to 
perform next Thursday 
I he theatre and dance de- 
partment will showcase ils na- 
tionall) reoignuted dance pn>- 
gramdunngthet ontempor.m 
i In 01 1 nsemble .11 1 atrmer- 
I heatreon March 22 to 
24 at 6 p.m. 
1 he event is .1 collaborative 
.■■tort between the dance and 
theatre programs and show, as 
a the workoi Meghan Amon> 
MI fore Burgees, Sara Hoke and 
Dawn Mane YOUng, 
rickets .in- S8 tor unerel 
admission and $6 tor children 
under 12 and students with |AC 
I ards 
In the Valley 
Board to endorse private 
medical transport service 
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY 
— I he iniintv s Baud oj 
Supervisors   will   COffteldci   B 
resolution   during   It!   meei- 
ing todaj that would endorec 
PribrU) Patient Transport Ini 
1 private medical transport 
service the Daily v.. 
reported voterdav. 
According to the DN-R, 
tin-1 ount) must acknovi ledge 
alky private medical tranaporl 
compan) operating in the 
area. 1 rrese companies are not 
part ot the Ml 13 stem and do 
nut   respond  tO  emergencies 
unless tne) .ire aaked to 
World & Nation 
I  S. military (ILschiirued 
fewer ggyi last >ear 
\,lnnl:ii:',ollieUi(~/flM\'f<»I 
.", it the number <>i homosexu* 
.ils tint were discharged under 
the mUrtar/a don't .isk, don't 
tell" policy dropped signifi* 
canth during 
1 he Pott reported that 
onli 612 homosexuals were 
diacharged in the 2* K v-* fiscal 
impend t-» 1.227 that 
were dis.harged six yean ago 
According u> the Post, there 
w.is .in average oi more than 
laXO discharges between 1997 
and 2001 
( aide run scolds Hush 
about Mexican relations 
MERIDA, Mexico— Mexi- 
can Prealdent 1 elipe 1 alderbn 
said Mush never made Mexico 
the priorit) he said he would 
during his president 
Washington Post report) 
terda) 1 he Post also reported 
th.it Calderon "chlded Hush 
lor his plan to conatruct .1 
700-mile securit) fence on the 
Mexican- \merican bordei 
I he Mexican preaidenl 
,IIM» vowed to stop drug traf- 
ficking, but said it waa up to 
the i nited States to < ut down 
on the demand oi drugs, the 
Post reported 
Eight killed in 
marketpluce bombing 
BAGHDAD — According to 
* iated I'ress. .i suicide 
bomb killed .it least eight peo 
C'e and wounded 29 in .1 mar 
itplace m the Northern Iraq 
nt\ ot In/ Khormato about i*1 
miles north ot the Iraqi Capital 
Northern Iraq, according 
to the tssoi iated Press, has 
seen a use m v kolcnce thai has 
been blamed on Insurgents 
leaving the capital. 
www.thebreeze/>rg 
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Lutherans keeping the faith 
M1NTM WESTHOFF >r/i«» ,+,i„vn,rlu> 
Currently there are approximately 500 Lutheran and Preabytartan stu- 
dent* on campus. 40 of which participate In the ministry. 
■Y Asm FY HOPKINS 
staff writer 
Active in the Lutheran church 
throughout high school, sophomore 
Alison Glace attended the Lutheran 
Presbyterian Campus Ministry's 
first Wednesday night dinner and 
worship service ot the semester. 
Immediately, she felt she 
belonged. 
"All my life I've been raised 
Lutheran, so when I came to school 
I immediately sought something to 
fit my religious viewpoints," she 
said, .ind added that it is often dif- 
ficult to stay involved while attend- 
ing college. 
"It's a lot harder to talk about 
faith In college because of the dit- 
ferent viewpoints," she said.   "It's 
Bit e to have a place to go where 
everyone has the same beliefs as 
you." 
Glace is not the first student 
on campus to find it hard to par- 
ticipate in between classes, studv 
breaks and exams. Kathleen 
Haines, campus pastor for the min- 
istry realises the struggle many 
students go through to remain 
active in the church, and cited 
LPCM's role in guiding students 
through their spiritual journey. 
While Haines dews not believe 
that faith can ever be lost, she does 
recognize that it can change with 
time. 
"College is a time of change and 
of deciding who vou are.   Faith will 
never go away, but it will change," 
she said. 
After operating separately 
for approximately 75 vears, the 
Lutheran and Presbyterian campus 
ministries combined in 2002, after 
the passage of the Full-Communion 
Agreement of 19S8. Both religious 
groups came out of the Protestant 
Reformation and were very similar, 
lacking enough significant differ- 
ences to keep the faiths separate. 
The agreement also signified a 
change for the campus ministries, 
because they combined resources 
and staff. Haines said with less 
of a financial burden, both groups 
were allowed lime to increase their 
influence across campus. 
"Both ministries decided they 
wanted to be more student and 
campus centered,   she said.  "They 
both realized that they had mutual 
needs that could be met by the 
other." 
Their efforts were successful 
as Haines said there are currently 
approximately 350 Presbyterian and 
150 Lutheran students on campus, 
40 of which are active in the orga- 
nization  The group also serves the 
community as it is connected with 
eight local churches and was sup- 
ported by the Lutheran Presbyterian 
Church in Harrisonburg. 
Active members in the church 
or on campus get a lot out of the 
organization 
"LPCM offers spiritual guid- 
ance and nurturing toi stud) 
their first time away from home," 
said |umor Kathrvn Betz. Having 
been a member for two years, she 
said LPCM offers a bridge for those 
transitioning between childhood 
and adolescence while providing 
students with a religious founda- 
tion to cultivate on their own. 
Names agreed. 
"We don't help students keep 
their faith as much as we help tnem 
own their faith," she said. 
SGA revises 
election policy 
in    \\N \   >Ol  S(. 
contribute v- rail 
in an emergency meeting 
March i the SGA student 
Senate d« Ided to extend the 
student   bod)    major   elections 
polling period from one to 
two da) s 
i Ins was the first emer- 
session   held   in  about 
seven v ears,   Senate Speakei 
"Stephanie I .euro said 
i leni ocalled theemergent \ 
meeting   after   the   Peo 
regular     SGA     meeting     was 
dissolved because the bod] 
did not meet quorum      the 
number uf SenatOIl needed to 
VOte On proposed legislation. 
Quorum is met when a 
minimum of two thirds .it all 
senators  are  present at   the 
weekly  meeting. 
I respite the  concern that 
quorum would not be met in 
the emergency session because 
it M as .ailed IQ , lose to Spring 
Break, enough senators wen- 
present A voice vMe majority 
during the emergency session 
secured the success tor this 
elections policy amendment. 
Sen   Sarah  1'ihere 
member ot the 2007 I lections 
t ommission,    
was  in  favor    &f* A 
of    the   two-    JV"*  
day    polling   Tuesday 
period. 
The St  \ 
has not had 
p o s i t i \ e 
1 e e d b a < k 
in   previous   years   about   the 
elections, and I am hoping that 
the two daya will make voting 
easier and eiKoura,;e students 
to vote ' Plneres said 
Pinerea added that she also 
m SGA, page 4 
katrina through audio 
The Furious Rower Poetry Center recently released a CD o( Hurricane Katrina related 
poems from the Mourning Katrina National Writing Project. 
Farm to serve local community 
Acreage to 
supplement new 
RMH building 
Bl   KAIII   Fl»OVVAK</lk 
ronfnriHrffu mrfrer 
When Wayne red looks at 
the open fields on the cornet 
ot Reservoir Street and Port 
Repubih  Road, he sees more 
potential tor the land than sim- 
pl\    a    new    hospital   building 
surrounded bj parking lots. 
lb complement Roddnghern 
Memorial Hospital's plan to 
construct an energ) ■enfh ient 
and environmentally friend!) 
hospital building leel, an envi- 
ronmental science pvoresaoc |s 
colUboratlng with IMi stu- 
dents to propose the develop 
merit ot a VOMIMHIIIIU support 
ed farm on the land recentl) 
purchased In KMII 
Since the new hospital 
building will not COVCf the 
entire acreage, S t«»rmat pre- 
sentation  lor t hid  I xecutive 
1
    Carter Melton |r   and 
KMH Preaidenl lames Krauss 
Will   he   held   t"   address   how 
tlit' extra   land should he used 
It   approved,  this (arm   would 
provide fresh produce tor the 
IMi . KMH and Harrison 
communities 
It s   good   to   talk   about 
environmental pfoMems.M I eel 
said hut until VOU learn to 
.are   tot   the   land on a   prai tt- 
cal level you won't solve an} 
thing " 
At cording to Mrs I 
— a global agricultural research 
organization the numbei oi 
community ■supported (arms In 
the I nited States has grown t*> 
more than 1,200 SilKC the hist 
in l"8t) I lies.- organic farms 
don't   use   svntheti.   chemicals, 
herbicides »n pestk Idea 
At the start ot eat h sea-.un. 
members   purchase   a   share oi 
the harvest to cover the operat- 
ing COStS Ot the larm tor that 
war lor about WSl. share- 
holders receive s weeklj bss 
ket ol fresh, organh fruits ami 
vegetables , apal'le of feeding 
a tamilv  ot tour from  lune to 
earh October 
MOBl food travels |,SlKI 
miles to get to your plate," said 
I eel V\eill,.o-ownerol Radical 
Roots farm in KeerJetown. 
hVth   Schermerhorn   has 
been involved in the proposal 
pro. ess   since    leel    presented 
the idea to his sust.unabihtv 
«lass over a vear ago I Us Inspi- 
ration for the ['Ian .ame trom 
an initial proposal bj KMII to 
have   IMI     Students   help   with 
the design and landscape ot the 
hospital building itsell 
RMH's objective is to 
become* ertificdin"! eadenhip 
In I nerg) and I m ironmental 
which    is   based   on 
i set oi requirements deter- 
mined In the l s I Ireen 
budding ( oundl I" become 
.m    acknowledged    leader, 
KMH is stnv Ing to meet the 
standards   set   In    this   COUndl. 
Points are given tor ea«h crite- 
rion that the hospital lullills (o 
determine the LEED level dial 
the building will be granted. 
RMH is aiming tor silver sta- 
tus   and    il    pasted,    the   lann 
would give them two LEED 
points 
Schermerhorn and senior 
I eah rVoltei have played major 
roles m researching and writ- 
ing the business plan lor the 
project     I he plan also involves 
the construction ot a green 
house and an environmentally 
friendly building to be used 
as an office and Stor*] 
A roadside Stand WOUld make 
produce available to those in 
the community. 
I he   Harrisonburg    farm 
would   otter   work  shares   so 
members could work on the 
farm   lor   at   least   two hours a 
week to lower the price ot has 
or her share 
other opportunit) for 
education and Involvement, 
the plan propose^ ili.it |Ml 
otrei a  farm foi credit  course 
students    would    learn    about 
sustainable farming methods 
in   the   Classroom   and   receive 
hands on experience working 
on the farm fot a designated 
numbei Ol hour-- Seasonal or 
semester internships would 
also be available 
I xpenence is important 
because each ( SA reflects the 
entire    movement"    < PNdll 
said 
O'Neill worked on organii 
larms in Oregon before mm 
ing to Virginia u> begin her 
ovi n She said she believes that 
her opportunities on the West 
Coast \^\^\ a areat Influence on 
the success ot Radical Roots 
I ,\rm and she hopCS that Stu- 
dents can gam similar experi- 
ences through hand-* on edu- 
cation. 
Soil is where it all starts," 
she s.iu)      I lealtln Mil leads to 
health) plants 
said   Wolter       \iui  eating 
health) is living health) 
Eventually  we are interested 
In   providing   a   food   source 
to KMH and IMi    i alifornia 
alreadv   has over   M)   hospitals 
that   obtain   their   tood   trom 
orgsnit farms sold In nearb) 
markets 
rhough     plans    to    pro- 
vide   fniitS   and   vegetables   to 
such  major  markets are tar 
.'It      lann   to   Hospital"   and 
"Farm to School'   programs 
are   established   all   over   the 
United states, according to the 
( rban & I nvironmental Poilc) 
Instilute s v. enter lor I Ood and 
lusti.e 
'Our      number one      goal 
right now is to gain the sup- 
port ol KMH and IMI so 
we   ^.\<>   apply   tor   a   grant," 
Schermerhorn said 
According  to   reel   both 
IMI   and KMII representatives 
responded  positivd)   to the 
plan when he tirst presented 
at a meeting last month 
Our   whole   nation   has 
been diseonneeted from the 
env noiinient,"   leel Mil W 
need to recognize that agricul' 
ture is something you can do 
and it Can be en|o\ able 
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SGA: Campaigns to begin 
as early as this month 
the election extension to allow voten to 
resetrch candidates and vote according to issues 
and campaign platforma She s,nd. "Students 
need to choose candidates th.it "ill represent 
thom the way they want to hi- represent 
Oneoi the Election Commission's 11 r^t obfet 
HveS   in  lengthening   the  pollinj*   period   is   to 
mottvale the student bod)  to become more 
active in SC.A this election war   rhe I lectioni 
Commission will strive to increase student par 
ha pat ion by appearing .it various organization 
meetings until the week at ejections. 
Sen Matt Winer (Jr.), co-chair of the Elections 
Commission, said: "SGA is fur the entire JML' 
commumtv. Hopefully by going lo different 
organizations and getting the information out 
there, ue ,.in enCOUragC other [MU students to 
get involved in SCA, and not just recycle SGA 
member*. 
V ,i result ot the election extension, major 
election candidates' campaigns will start March 
28 and continue until the tirst week of April. 
I lections will be held April 4 and 5 between 7 
a.m. and 7 p.m. 
I he 2007 election packets van be electroni- 
cally downloaded from the SGA Web site at 
tgaJmiLedtt, but candidates have to print their 
packet and turn it into the si ,-\ Ottice in Taylor 
403 no later than March 28. 
If you read anything elese for the rest of the year, 
read The Breeze. 
1. It's foxy. 
2. It's free. 
3. It has a t\vice-a-\veek circulation. 
SUICIDE: CSDC to 
work on 'JMU Cares' 
SL'ICIDE, from front Junior Matt Al.ide has worked in an out- 
experiencing emotional ense-.    lo further COn-      of-State   funeral   home   (or   more  than   three 
form to the requirements oi the new law, "the      years and said that the biggest tunerals are for 
CSDC is currentk working 
on a major suicide risk re- 
duction initiative that we 
have entitled   JML   Cares/" 
Onestak said. "JMU Cares" 
hai several goals, all based 
around education and cre- 
ating a network of people 
that will encourage suicidal 
students to get help. 
Ireshman \uk Sheehan 
got  first-hand  experience 
when  a  high  school  class- 
mate committed suicide 
"He  killed   himself  and 
everyone was shocked. Me 
had a lot of friends and no 
one   had   thought   that    he 
(,(. 
It seems to cause a lot 
of grief in a commu- 
nity because there is 
a sense he was one of  tant to work on the stu- 
_ / dent suicide law. 
\ oung luiddea 
"It seems to cause a 
lot of grief in a commu- 
nity because there ll a 
sense that he was one of 
ours and we couldn't help 
him," Alude said 
It is tor this reason that 
Welch found it so impor- 
Live 
hnny Napp 
Rodney Atkins 
CattleAnnies 
Lynchburg,Va. 
Sat. Mar. 17th 
7:00 PM 
ours. 
— MATT Au mi 
Junior 
"I don't expect our in- 
stitutions ot higher learn- 
ing to become mental 
health treatment . enters. I 
don't But thev need to be 
able to know how- to spot 
these troubled students in 
the absence ol their families.'  Welch said.   "A 
55 
would do something like that." Sheehan said 
"It   realh   upset  everyone  who  had  gone  to      lot of SOdsty turns a blind eve to them and 
s.hool with him." thev deserve our help." 
Read The Breeze. 
Come on. Please. 
UPB. CMSS. BLACK STUDENT ALLIANCE AND ALPHA PH ALPHA PRESENT.. 
8:00 PM 
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00PM 
TUESDAY. MARCH 20. 2007 
$12 with JAC (limit two) WILSON HALL 
$20 for public/door M seatjng .Q generQ| admission 
Tickets ON SALE NOW at the 
University Business Office (located on the 
HnP^jMUEou/ 3rd floor of Warren Hall) 
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RIAA: 
Some 
students 
download 
despite 
warnings 
RIAA. from front 
Students like senior Preston 
Kberly have received the notice. 
but disregarded it. 
"1 have received the 'quit 
downloading now' messages 
from JMU, but it hasn't slowed 
me down," Hberlv said. 
On the second ofltfltt, [Ml 
can take away the student or t.u 
ulty's Internet service, something 
that rarely happens, according to 
Bacon. After the third violation, 
the case is reported to Judicial 
Alfalfa W here the offender would 
be charged with computer mis- 
use or noncompliance. Because 
[MU has never prosecuted some- 
one fullv for this offense, the 
violation would have to be tried 
much like other cases in ludici.il 
Aftaiia Paeon Mid 
"it would always be case* 
by-case, so QIC '■auction would 
depend on the type of violation, 
the specifics of the situation. 
and the student s precious his- 
torv.   Bacon said. 
Daaplbi the warning 
and the RIAA, many students still 
find themselves drawn to down- 
loading for many naaona. 
"I mainly use 1.1 me wire and 
Ka/aa because it's tn-e. super 
convenient, and tr.inklv, I don't 
think that the artists are being 
adversely affected," I lvrl\ ■fekt 
"Some artists are actually appre- 
ci.itneot the \ isihilitv tli.it piracy 
gives them when the\ arc |iist 
starting out." 
Some students have compnv 
mised, deciding to instead patnm- 
ize legal downloading services th.it 
offer a similar service as the illegal 
programs but charge money for 
downloading. 
"I use programs like iTunes 
so that I can buy single songs in- 
stead of full albums," junior Katie 
Ck>racke said "It really makes a 
difference whan it comes to mon- 
ey, and I never feel like I'm going 
to get in trouble." 
\110lh.1 one biles the dusl 
IA AN I >1 S( )S/A"f« tdtu* 
During Spring Break Stone House was leveled and new 
pavement was put In Its place In the l-South parking lot. 
JMU: Decorations 
to include painted 
versions of the 
Duke Dog statue 
JMU, from from 
the tieid ot elemental)) <\iu 
cation to |unkx [aarica Arms. 
Birthday cake waa also served. 
it waa re.iiK enjoyable to 
Me everyone'i peaeion for the 
unlveratt) and to give -■ 
the man who founded 1!    frith 
man l.exi Hutchillfl Mid 
At 2 *' [> m  atudenta gath- 
I ervd on the Quad to » atdi ROTC 
tire ,1 cannon in .t'lebration. 
I skipped class to watch it," 
sophomore Ian Srrickler MM 
luruur Kendra Bassi said the 
a-lebrahon makes her proud t»> 
be p,irt of the centennial class. 
"It's so exciting," Bassi s.ml 
"It makes me feel BpecUl JfOU 
know that the universifv is go- 
ing to remember us 
After. I nnvrMtv of Virginia 
I'residrnt |ohn I I Ast«vn III gave 
the annual Madis*>n Addn-.s in 
HUan Hall Auditorium, entitled 
"Ubertv ami I earning: The Shand 
Passions ot fames M.iJiMin ainl 
I honias |ertiTson." 
ihe ivk'frrdtxin u«itinot\i ves- 
Ii-nin .it 1230 pm. in mm 10V of 
Camerl jbrarv witli theunvnlmgot 
next w.ir's hrsl-vr.u MAM sek\- 
Hon linl liliv. .1 Ins- winiu.il with 
food, music and games spirtsored 
bv campus and a immunity mem- 
bers, will take place Saturdav »»i 
(Jodwin field (n*ii 11 am to4 pm. 
Yeetofday marked the on 
ebralion ot lames M.idison s 
birthday and the beginning of a 
year-long celebration of JMU's 
IlKHh anniversary 
"Hie students will dchniteh 
BK the presence ot the o'lteoni.il 
when UK'V n*tum next SqMuv 
Ivr.' Mid Debbie Ixmg, assistant 
dnxfc ■ I 't tl >e L enteiuual Office. 
Some **r the centennial dec- 
orations will include six large 
banners in different lupjad U 
e.is displaying |V1L s historv in 
academics, .irt, athlctkl CUI 
pus lite. OUnpiU buildings and 
liadership, medallions worn in 
onala and at gradua 
tion by the president and other 
campus admlniatraton centen- 
nial flasa m tront of Wilson Hall 
and IS AT, and new purple ban- 
ners .uloming light poles across 
campus 
I here will also he painted 
versions of the Duke Dog statue, 
created bv I ee I eunmg thn'ugh- 
out ihecampuaand town 
" l h.it s one i>t the fun pro) 
eels. Hilton s.nd "1 think the 
uhole approach is to make this 
more than |Ust htstOiy." 
Other centennial programs 
Indude I walking tour ot his- 
toric [ML buildings and a com- 
puter-generatcd presentation ot 
the university's growth. JML's 
HHMXIHh graduate in M.u Jons 
and a book and lecture •erica on 
the historv ot |MU. 
"I hope it will interest students 
to learn morv about tlie historv oi 
thnr institution," Hilton said 
540 452 0200 
1762 South Main Street 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
We Deliver! 
S7.50 minimum 
Ilex Accepted 
Call and Ask For 
student Special 
XL Cheese Pizza 
$5.99 
Single lopping Pizza 
$6.99 
2 Topping Pizza 
$7.99 ■pu k up only! 
Lunch Special 
$5.25 
Dinner Special 
$6.99 
Over 20 Items! 
TRADE 
YOUR GAME TIME   FOR 
Hidden Rocks Climbing 
Dole: March 25 
Register By: March 17 
Time: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Level: 1-2 
Wellness Passport 
L Cost: S25 
UREC 
TIME 
Tennis 101 
Dale: March 27 
Register By: March 26 
Time: 6:00 - 7:30 pm 
level: 1-2 
Wellness Passport 
°"
C
 X8873i \ 
www jmu tdu/recr«olion 
Stroke Clinic - Flips & Turns 
Date: March 20 
Register By: March 19 
Time: 7:00   8:00 pm 
Level: 1-3 
Wellness Passport 
Grab a copy and read The Breeze. 
m mmm 
540483-5612 
800 SOUTH AYE. 
HARIUSONBUBG.YA 
AUTOCLAVE STERILIZATION 
CLEAN, FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT 
FEMALE ARTIST AND PIERCER 
1000 S OF DESIGNS TO CHOOSE FROM. 
BRING YOUR OWN IN. OR CUSTOM WORK AVAILABLE 
r.roc raJCarc 
Where patients 
are sending their 
friends 
EMERGICARE 
755-A Cantrell Ave. [Next to Hardee's] 
540-432-9996 
Don't let illness change 
H 
your career 
PROMPT MEDICAL ATTENTION 
Minor Injuries + X-Rays + Mono + Strep Throat 
Lacerations + In-House STD testing 
No APPOINTMENT NECESSARY + OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon - Fri 9 am- 8 pm + Sat 10 am- 4 pm + Sun 1 pm- 6 pm 
dVshby 
rossing 
Are you a single looking for a place to live? 
We still have spaces left! 
Stop by the rental office today! 
Hours: 
Mon-Thurs. 8:30am - 10:00pm 
Friday 8:30am - 9:00pm 
Saturday 10:00am - 9:00pm 
Sunday 11:00am - 9:00pm 
Featuring: 
Tanning Bed, Computer Center, Fitness Center 
and much MORE!!! 
1191 Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
540-432-1001 
www.ashbycrossing.com 
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This costs 
$37.29 
to fill 
This only costs 
$5.99 
to fill 
We like our NEW Breakfast Bar so much we wanted to keep it a secret, 
but with all of our NEW items, like golden waffles and hot streussal bites, we just can't eat it all. 
Bring your student ID and share our NEW All-You-Care-To-Eat Breakfast Bar for just $5.99! 
Now offering FREE wireless internet access 
JAC Cards Accepted 
Win a $25.00 Gas Card 
just by eating with us!* 
35 Burgess Road 
Harrisonburg 
Exit 247A off Interstate 81 
•Good at Harrisonburg location only. Must show student ID to be eligible for gas card. Odds of winning are based on number of participants. Valid until 5/6/07 
Bditnr: Brian Goodman 
opinion® thrbrrrxorg 
(540) 56SJ846 
Spitting in the Mic 
inion Thursday. March 15,2007 17 
Glossing right 
over Guatemala 
President Bush's trip to Latin America rings 
shallow in the wake of broken promises 
■Y JESS NOVAK 
staff writer 
Prior to Bush's current tour of Latin 
America, when was the last time you 
thought about Guatemala? Or heard 
about Guatemala? Or cared about Gua- 
temala? 
K you're like me, you didn't. I knew 
nothing of this Tennessee-sized country 
until seizing the opportunity to travel 
there with the Lutheran Presbyterian 
Campus Ministry as an Alternative 
Spring Break tnp, and little did I know 
lust how much I would discover or how 
it would come to affect my views on 
Bush's current tour. 
Most of the recent press covering 
the tour, and primarily the bme spent 
in Guatemala, is focused on policies 
concerning immigration and negative 
reactions of the public to his visit. After 
seeing the anti-Bush graffiti decorating 
city walls, I CM) 
We are robbing a country 
already poor. 
easily believe 
Bush has re- 
ceived few warm 
welcomes. The 
more interesting 
question is why. 
Guatemala 
is a suffenng nation. As a result of a 36- 
ycar-long civil war, nearly every famiK in 
Guatemala has had a family member Killed, 
exiled or reported missing. Our own tour 
guide lost his brother. It is reported that fit) 
percent of the population is illiterate. Then- 
is little motivation for education because 
there is little reason to pursue it. Many of 
the poorest citizens of the capital, Guate- 
mala City, live their lives more like vultures 
than humans as they camp beside a gigantic 
landfill and survive off the waste of the aty 
— a truly haunting sight. 
The conflict between indigenous and 
Spanish citizens divides the country in rw■< \ 
leaving the indigenous peoples discrimi- 
nated against and oppressed. Women are 
heavily abused. The police and government 
are corrupt. Crime and violence are so ram- 
pant that even in the short time I was then', 
our guide's own son was assaulted. 
If you research Guatemala on the L'.S. 
State Department's Web site, you will 
read bnefly about the w ar and these is- 
sues  It also boasts how the United States 
is aiding the country, glorifying our 
I IOM relations" and emphasizing what 
Bush told Guatemalans just days ago, 
"You have a friend in the United states of 
America. We care about your plight." 
So, why has Bush faced such disdain 
from the Guatemalan public? Perhaps be- 
cause i .uatemala was utilized as a train- 
ing ground in I960 for the United Stales 
Bay of Pigs invasion   I he I mted States 
also helped train Guatemalan generals to 
practice brutal tactics used throughout 
the avil war and many of these generals 
are alive and well today. Where are thev 
safely harbored, vou may ask. Manv can 
be found within the nation that trained 
them, the United States 
Also consider that the United States 
supports a mining company in Gua- 
temala in which U.S. owmn enjoy 90 
percent ol the protits, while we simul- 
taneously try to help the country face 
extreme poverty. The ecological damage 
the mines cause is also interesting, as the 
company uses chemicals and techniques 
not allowed in the United States  In ad- 
dition, the United States manufactures 
and supplies the country with plastic 
products containing materials proven to 
cause cancer that 
arcslrutk outlawed 
within our own 
borders 
Presently, we are 
nibbing a countf) 
already poor We 
pride ourselves in 
• Ming" and advise the government to 
educate its people and fix its corrup- 
tion, while we ourselves arv uneducated 
about the countrv's conditions and cor- 
rupt in our relations. 
I have seen the poverty and the 
people living in a garbage dump  I have 
heard the bitter sadness in their pravers 
tor those lost in a senseless « ,ir I have 
seen their anger against a L S govern- 
ment which claims compassion, but 
practices corruption. I have spoken with 
children who believe education is useless 
because they are provided MO opportu- 
nity beyond it Yet, our group was met 
with nothing but kindness and thanks 
tor the littlehelp we provided. 
It is ■ humbling cxpcrien.c to be 
exposed to a culture like that 
I here is little hope tor Guatemala, yet 
Ofie light shines Nobel Peace Pnze win- 
ner Rigoberta Menchu could be the first 
indigenous and female president as ol 
this September, bringing a new dupta 
ol Guatemalan history with her Perhaps 
we could help promote some positiv e 
change in a country so desperately in 
need. But first, we must change. VVe must 
eliminate the ignorance 
flearNonal is i ujphontore ammunlah 
f(c»;- "uiior 
Spring cleaning 
The SGA's annual electoral policy tampering may actually 
fix what it broke last year 
One can only wonder if the SGA has any hidden 
Intention! In announcing its addition ol a w hopping 
12 hours to the polling period fur this upcoming elec- 
tion schedule (or the first week of April. But whether 
or not there is any substance behind this sanction 
remains to be seen. 
By allowing two days for voting instead of one, 
perhaps the voting results will be more polanzed and 
con luaive neglecting the potentially expensive need for 
a second round of campaigning and a runoff election — a 
problem the S(, A has h,vn forced to cope with election 
after election. As college students, we have to wonder 
how deep the pockets of the candidates could possibly be 
if faced w ith the extra time of campaigning required bv 
runoffs  Perhaps this is what the SGA intends to guard 
■gainst With the election extension 
The overseers ol the Election ( ommission BSW they 
wish to see new la.es in SGA seats next \ear. and are 
going out of their way to appeal to students who haven't 
fallen into the S< lA'l rendebm. 1 his motion seems to 
be an about-face from SGA sentiments last year, when 
multiple senators tried to pass a bill that would restnet 
the number of available senate seats, citing the desire tor 
in. n.ised competition" within SGA. 
We applaud this move, at least on its surface. A 
year ago, we criticized the reduction for shitting the 
balance of power toward the Election Commission, 
which was able to appoint with impunity the number 
of senators it wanted. Any change in that electoral 
mess is better late than never. 
Perhaps the reason the SGA is struggling for more 
student participation is because students have been 
screaming tor reform of SGA inefficiencies  v\e can only 
hope this extension is really what the student body has 
been demanding. 
The SGA has been flooded with poor publicity over 
the past couple years when some litigious bills were ap- 
proved and runoffs became an SGA staple. Hopefully the 
SGA will remain out of hot water as elections mil around 
With our fingers crossed and our breaths held, we will 
see it this year's election will remain runoff and haseo 
free. I here is ■ first time for everything. 
The Writing on the Wall 
'Special freakhood' 
What the record-breaking film '300' tells us about being a 'real' man 
B\ BHIAN GOODMAN 
opinion editor 
It vou are one of the three people in 
the country who have yet to see "300," 
you best get yourself down to the theater, 
it only for the spectacle. Regardless of 
whether the movie is good or not, "300" is 
— tragically — of great significance. 
Hollywood is a money-driven town, and 
b\ that measure, "300" has dominated As 
\ikki hnkeof IA Weeklyreported, "300" blew 
records out of the water with last weekend's 
opening, [he Warner Bros him about the 
Battle of Thermopylae became the biggest 
March opening ever, more than $7() million, 
surging past 20O2's "Ice Age" at M6.3 million. 
As it that wasn't achievement enough for a 
cheap (visual spectacles notwithstanding, 
it only took todays and didn't cost much) 
mi ivie with a celebnty-less cast it also 
became the third-biggest grossing R-rated 
movie opening in 1 lolly wood history, behind 
"Matrix Reloaded" and "The Passion of the 
Chnst." No matter what happened between 
the Spartans and the Persians in that narrow 
mountain pass, the t.reeks kicked butt and 
took no prisoners at the box office. 
Clearh. tins movie reso- 
nated strongly in our culture, 
drawing in men and women, 
young and old But the 
resonated cultural ideals in tin- 
mo-.ie .ire of troubling concern. 
Beneath the surface of the 
pathetically simple trcedom- 
in-the-face-of -tyranny plot 
line — ironic in and of itself 
Iniauseo! Spartan *>ciet\ s 
i >\ erdependence upon slavery 
— "30(r told us another 
storv, a story about masculin 
itv Amidst the glistening, 
sandblasted smcxith chests and 
nppling muscles, the subplot 
of vMSat-it-means-to-be-a-man 
is subtle but unavoidable. 
King I eonidas in his 
abandonment (>f the ruk'of law 
in the defense <»f his nation (a 
I lellenistu |atk Bauer of sorts) 
is pun' and unbndlcd masmlin 
itv at his best. He is (ukfc . (l) 
well built and scnirh He is 
determined; he is the deader 
I le is stn >ng and st< fc even with his beautiful 
u ite u ith v\ horn he "demonstrates" the full 
measure of his manhixid in an otherwise ut- 
terly unnecessary and over-en Hidzed scene 
leonidas enemies, tin the other hand, 
area ventable gallery of freaks The political 
Bphonare mtogynfatk foper-piga; Pphiahw 
the traitor is a hunchbacked troll,; the Persian 
army is an assortment of masked human si/,,1 
bipedl end chained human-like monsters. 
Staves and animals. But lest the ideali/atu»n i»t 
the I eonidas school of masculmitx be missed 
director /at k Snvder gi »-> i »ne step farther 
whether it be the evil King Xerxes or the pa- 
thetic Athenians, the him turns to a castigation 
of homosexuality todnve the ptnnl home 
llieeight-fiot-lall Xerxes, lor example, 
wean nothing but a gilded Soeedo and more 
gold (ewelrv than Mr I. much of which is 
pierced into his cut body. And his remark- 
ably androgynous (some wtmld even sav 
effeminate) fan' makes his divergent Sexuality 
.-yen more clear His proxemies i sitting on the 
sedan chair, his walk, resting his hands on 
the slu mlders o! i »ther men i and his diakigue 
(   I eonidas would have vou .land       .ill I ask 
is that vou kneel"), seal the deal As I phraim 
I vtle. associate professor of Hellenist), histon 
atthelniversih ot loronto. argued in the 
Toronto Stai.   XafXBS      IS not disfigured No 
need — it is strongly implied that he is homo- 
sexual which, in the moral universe of'300,' 
qualifies him for spatial fnakhood 
1 hstomalk. this is iDBUfd 1 Mer lot the 
biblical hookot Kter) was chosen to replace 
Vashti as one of Xerxes uives. it washer 
beauty and n-sultant lavor with the Xerxes 
that she was able to report the plot against 
the Jews by Haman (boo! I her uncle Morde- 
Ori discovered   Ihe lewish (east of I'unin is 
celebrated boCSjuaaol fsterssua ess with 
King Xerxes. VVliatewr problems King Xerxes 
haddunng his reign, heilearlv did not have 
difficulty v\ ith attraction to the fairer sex 
hut the homosexual portrayal ot Xerxes 
one of the histoncal heroes of the Iraq-Iran re- 
gion he once niled, was not missed by modem- 
day iVr-i.ms Javad ShamqadiL an .\r\ advisor; 
to Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadimiad. 
accused "300 of being "part of a comprehen- 
sive!  S psv.holiy.ii.il v\ar aimed at Iranian 
culture,' acconlnetoa local report. 
The absent Athenians, dismissed by 
the Spartans as "bo\ -lovers," are equally 
disparaged tor their deviant sexuality  I his is 
notahlv irom, lor. as I vtle explains, "peder- 
asty was an obligatory part of a 
Spartan | ed in at ion  I his was 
a frequent target of Athenian 
^^^|     corned\. wherein the verb 'to 
SpartanfW meant 'to bugger' 
hV3007Qeek pederast) Is 
naturally, Athenian 
Though based nt* on histon 
cal account but on Prank Miller's 
graphic ranel, the distortions 
made in TOO" to position true, 
ideal mas. ulmit\ ae.ainst ,i de 
monlaad homosexual alternative 
serve to further denn SVM th<' 
homoaoKuals around us it audi 
etui-s.u.ept the butch nias<uliii<' 
concept ol I eonidas, they will 
aiaoaccepl Ihe evil homosexual 
conceptd Xerxes or the inef 
feclual htMiioscxual conceptd 
Ihe Athenians — all concepts that 
ies.ui.iti disturbingK deep in 
oursodety If $70 million is am 
indication, the damage of "300" 
rna\ have alreadv been done. 
Bruin Gooeawn fss senkn 
communfeefiofu mtttot 
Submit Darts & Pats online at thebTeeze.org, ore- 
mail submissions to breezedpf(tiotrruU.com. 
Darts & Patsare submittedanonymously and are print • 
tdona space-availaNe basis. friNpssistoSJ are fused 
upon one person* opinion of a pirn situation, per- 
sonorevent.anddonot neirssanlyrefect thetruth. 
A "where-are-v\c-supposed-to go to-eat?'' dart to Dining 
sen ices tor .losing most ot the dining halls on the Thursdav 
before Spring Break. 
From a sophomore who mem t tldp Tnday dseaa and fu-t uvnted 
to eat tom 
An   l-wish-e\er\one working-in-the-deli-ct>uld-be-as-giner 
ous as-vou   pat to all those who give two decent-sized pukles 
inatead of s single scrawny one 
From s froupofgnii who ate elated every time theu men* a good 
i>u kie >out tvtn mart an Mam "n-v ert Hop, 
A tr\ not-tO-UM vour pukles-so-sp.innglv" dart to the ladv 
at Dukes who gave me 23 pukles on two burgers when I didn't 
ask tor any. 
From ti tcphomon nv who on f figure out what part tf 'lettuce, 
tomato, mtyonnabeemdketchup" ujunmdtike ^uttAeeuiofpkida 
\n   it's-! Kit -ntit-Ll'HAI" dart tt) the obnoxituis girls tak 
ing up fhree mats to s*Kiali/e instead uf doing .utual ab work. 
From a pmSpring Breafcrr who wanted tome mt-minute tummy 
tightening and goi tnuy an em uwkout instead. 
An "ask-and-\e-shall-receive pat to the woman at Panera 
who overheard me talking about the .ubblestone muffins and 
bought my friend and I some 
From a surprised and grateful Vam-ni loin wlw is -till tantaei hu 
the manna from heaven that you provided 
A "life can-be a-workout-too'  dart to the people who sit and 
wait in the t KTt   parking lot tor a space instead of parking at 
the COnvo and walking. 
/ rom s uoihit ghi who fanas the kku of burning a few extra ceioriet 
before even towting the looikout 
L»JfM st%k%i 
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Glass Half Full 
Pet names keep women on a tight leash 
Derogatory and dismissive names serve to objectify and rhetorically demean 51 percent of the country 
■v TRACI CO* 
nter 
U1 had a nickel for every time 1 heard 
or was called a demeaning, sexist infan- 
tile pet name by a 60-year-old waitress 
in a jumpsuit at a boxcar diner or by a 
member of the opposite sex, 1 could buy 
up all of the ad space in The Breeze and 
fill it with mv baby pictures. More than 
rust a household name, pet names have 
succeeded in defining the modem-day 
television commercial, holiday greeting 
cards, movie titles and everyday sayings. 
"Here's looking at you, kid," the famous 
line from "Casablanca." is an example. 
"Honey. 1 Shrunk the Kids" — a terrible 
movie that should be burned, but an 
excellent case — shows just how uncon- 
scious and ordinary these nanu*- .in' 
Darling, baby, honey, sugar, sweet bottom, 
babe, chick, cube pie, stud muffin — all 
of these names (strangely, most of whi. h 
are edible) have infiltrated our stellar and 
erudite vocabularies Oh. dear! 
I'm sick of being degraded to the lev- 
el of a suckling pig. Seriously; whoever 
thought calling their loved one "babe" 
was either an immensely famished 
farmer or a real pip (pun intended). And 
the term "honey" — oh baby, does that 
make me want to pollinate! There's noth- 
?•"   t   m^   -hWcf or*. 
) c*n  cMl   M»M  wtofctver 
ing I relish in more than being likened to 
a pot of sticky, gold goop. Its the same 
with sugar Do you think it excites me U> 
be of Eoual value (ha. ha) with the white 
grains that sweeten your cof- 
fee? If you're going to integrate 
a pet name into your vocabu- 
lary, dt least make it dHktom 
and something that can't be 
found in your pantry. 
Even the title of "pet name" 
bothers me. Most college 
students have read Henrik 
Ibsen's infamous play "A Doll's 
House," and we all know how 
that turned out A little lark here 
and a little squirrel there make Nora a very 
disturbed woman. She ends up leaving 
her children and her home tor a world 
where pet names and sexism do not exist I 
wonder how far she got. 
Whether you're 
amount of those rainbow hearts with the 
stupid sayings on them. 
I once heard this maxim someyvhere 
that communicabon is key. Indeed, in a 
I want to devour you and consume your 
lite and all you're worth?" 
It's ruble to call for a blacklisting of all 
those who employ pet names in their ev- 
eryday iargon — I realize this. But it is 
not vain to revamp this confectioner's 
I'm sick of being degraded to the '**«** ^^««"**■ ""^^g 
i        i     f    J        ii^       d-       i*n anduplifi level of a suckling pig. Whoever 
thought calling their loved one 
''babe" was eitner an immensely 
famished farmer or a real pig. 
n-l.itionship. speaking to one another is 
crucial to its survival. So why would we 
communicate ideas like "you're my baby 
and wear diapers and I'm pott)' trained," 
or "I call you my little cube pie because 
iphrbng terms of endearment. Of 
course, the terms need to be androgy- 
nous, egalitarian, politically correct and 
appn iv ed by both the I louse and the 
Senate Bv dtung so, we will become 
more aw are of the effects of language 
and gender stereotypes in relationships. 
-    We will also be forced to ask tor and 
remember names, increasing ht»spital- 
ity and decreasing awkwardness between 
waitress and customer or new bedfellows. 
And as for my new favorite term of endear- 
ment? You can refer to me as pookie. 
Traci Cox is a sophomore English major. 
n 
in a relationship 
when- "bain " is 
used in an egali- 
tarian manner or 
vou've picked out a 
■pedal oilesv name 
tor each other, il 
doesn't change the 
fad that it sounds 
ridiculous, traps 
each person into 
their slerx-otvpical 
gender role, and 
makes me want to 
throw upaoipious 
The American Heart Agjtrr^ttnn has fotindyhafrcnfjlng the Opinion Sc^ 
is good for your heart. 
In fact, writing for the Opinion Section of The Breeze will likely add years to your life. 
OK, that's oil lie*. But lubmhting Darts and Pats gives your heart warm ruzzies, and writ- 
ing for the Opiate n Section might promote longevity (who knows?). 
Either way, it's definitely coot And you clearly need to be cooler. 
So submit your Darts and Pats. 
Write for the Opinion Section. 
And, of coarse, keep reading the Breeze. 
Do it for your heart. 
Green Valley 
BOOKFAIR 
2192 Green Volley In 
Ml. Crawford. VA 22841 
80O-38S-OO99 
www gvbookfair (om/jmu 
500,000 New Books 
All 60%-90% Off Retail 
Open Saturday, March 17th 
thru Sunday, April 1st 
from 9AM to 7PM daily 
WMom Sonomc 
'10.00 
Umliihai 
llAMrifltfSlltll 
'5M 
Kihtkmhif t$uvt 
btOrM 
'4.50 
rkffnPMpbr** 
M-l m HMVM 
bytUd>«b« 
iHhmr.iMJSIIMI 
Only '4.00 
£ 
Drtst far family m 
Orimiy t Dtmm 
by M Sadorh 
lh>*mM«i$?49SI 
Only'6.00 
hhtluk       Uk.0mM»D«/       fteftaMOW 
hrJuhrMl by tun b**<| byj«n*0tv« 
'5.00 '4.50 '6.00 
byhmhMi 
'5.25 
And 
Much 
More 
Pi Itnifa rWSnpiM 
b, (.*j then byOrfeliro 
(ill. 
ItfagfelM 
lutowinrimtt 
(onplm bxydofta ol 
N>tth Awrkwi l»ii 
My'7.50 
X4»<T) 
(ol quart** ImMd 
mtm Hrty for b*vi wltchon) 
totaled only 10 SSMM with of MU 
Joke m south to hit 240; turn emt on 
Rd 68? & follow the vgm 
Editorial Policies 
Kespimses ttt all articles and 
opinions published in The Breeze 
am welcomed and encouraged. 
Letters should be no longer 
than 250 words, must include 
a name, academic year, major 
and phone number ior vcrJflov 
bon and can be e-mailed to 
Opinior0ihebreeze.org or mailed 
to MSC 6805 CI, Anthony- 
Seeget Hall, Harnsonburg, VA 
22807. The Breeze reserves the 
nght to edit all submissions for 
length and grammatical style. 
The house editorial reflects 
the opinion of the editorial 
board as a whole, and is not 
necessarily the opinion of 
any indiviudal staff member 
of The Breeze. 
Editonal Board: 
Matthew Stoss, editor in chief 
Caite White, managing editor 
Bnan Goodman, opinion 
editor 
The opinions in this section 
do not necessarily reflect the 
opinion of the neu'spaper, 
this staff or James Madison 
University. 
WIN A GRADUATION PARTY!!! 
Sat, May 5th @ The Pub 
Enter every Thursday during 
THURSDAY ROCZ. Each week, 5 names 
will be drawn and entered in the 
Final Grand Prize Drawing on 
WEEK! Must be present to win! 
Coming Events: 
- St. Patty's with JMU Grad MIA JONES 
& NO LUV - Direct from Nashville 
- Sunday, Come watch the JMU vs. Pitt 
Basketball Game 
- Fri. 23rd HELLS BELLS - AC/DC Tribute 
dothepub.com 
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
PLATINUM 1.00 Cls. Diamond Pave Sitting 
EGL Certified RBC 5.73 Cts. H SI3 
This Week $50,000 
"All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate 
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com 
Congratulations Sarah Wagoner! 
Winner of the James McHone 
Jewelry $500 Giveaway. 
Enjoy your cash! 
Didn't win? 
James Mchone Jewelry will be giving away 
$100 CASH 
each week to one person wearing any 
James McHone Jewelry T-Shirt! 
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
Is Giving Away $100 CASH!!! 
James McHone Jewelry will be giving away $ 100 Cash 
to one person wearing any James McHone T-Shirt. 
Tuesday March 20,h at 3:30 p.m. 
In front of Wilson Hall 
Still do not have a T-Shirt? Visit us Downtown 
75 Court Square next to Bank of America and www .mchonejewclry com 
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Letters to the Editor 
A music major's woes 
As music majors at James Madison Uni veraity, we 
are required to take a class called "Recital Attendance." 
This is a zenxredit course, but we must complete this 
course six times before we can graduate. Completing 
the course requires attending 20 concerts/performanc- 
es per semester. Sounds easy enough. Well until you 
add the fact that the school of music now requires all 
of its concerts to charge an admission fee of $2. Want 
to see a really good concert, as in part of the Master 
Series? Six bucks. Sometimes we're lucky and there are 
free tickets in the office for these, but not always. 
So basically, the school of music is requiring I pay 
$240 over the course of my tenure in order to graduate 
Add on to that the now-mandatory student-teaching 
fee of $400, and now I'm paying almost $700 extra, 
rust to be able to graduate. No mention of this in the 
promotional handbook. This might not seem like a lot 
but when you're taking 20 to 21 credits per semester on 
top of playing in two performing ensembles, practic- 
ing three hours a night and working to cover books, 
tuition and rent there's not a lot of time to come up 
with the extra money needed for these expenses. 
I believe that students in other majors can easily 
relate (i.e., lab fees, tnp fees, etc.). What can we do? 
We must petition our department heads to eliminate 
these unnecessary fees and allow us to complete 
our requirements without furthering our debt more 
into the red. Action is needed; college education is 
already drastically overpriced, but please, jusl let rr.r 
graduate broke. Not broke and then some. 
John Kronstain 
junior music education RUfOf 
Goodman's gotta gel his gases right 
In the March 1 issue. Bnan Goodman wrote an 
article about the plight of the envimnmentalistv 
Though we environmentalists appreciated his sym- 
pathy, we couldn't help but notice that the editorial 
was riddled with misinformation. An editor of a 
college newspaper should check his facts- 
Goodman reported that green movements have 
taken a hit due to an article in the Christian Saence 
Monitor claiming we should be more concerned 
about methane man carbon dioxide. While it is true 
that methane is 23 times more potent than carbon di- 
oxide, Goodman leaves out a crucial detail. Methane 
MARCH IS WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH 
WHAT CAN ONE WOMAN DO 
TO CHANGE THE WORLD? 
During a time of limited rights for women, Mary Baker Eddy (bom 1821) founded 
the Christian Science Church in 1879 which has branches in 79 countries today. 
She was a spiritual leader and healer, a thinker, wnter, publisher, and speaker 
In 1908, at age 87, she founded Tha Christian Scianca Monitor, an international 
daily paper, winner of 7 Pulitzer prizes (to date). Her book Science and 
Haalth with Kay to tha Scriptuna presents spiritual ideas 
and practical solutions to challenging individual and work) problems 
Learn more on line at www.spirituality.com 
For news of women's accomplishments today visit www.csmonitor.com/women 
A BOX 
What am I going to do with all 
my stuff this summer? 
We have the Answer! 
We will pick up your stuff, 
store it at our warehouse 
and deliver it to you next Fall. 
Too Busy to pack...We'll pack for you 
Boxes and packing supplies available 
Call before April 1 st and get a bonus 
wardrobe box to use 
Call Today To Reserve Your Space 
540-801 -0404 or 888-801 -0404 
www.aboxofthevalley.com 
is a natural part of the carbon cycle, essential to life. 
C H. is expelled from the cow, stays in the atmosphere 
for 10 years and then is broken into C*H, and HO 
Carbon is continuously consumed and expelled, and 
m i new carbon is being introduced into the cycle. 
What makes carbon dioxide different from 
methane i*. that fossil tuels, have not been part of the 
carbon cycle for millions of years and have efrec- 
tiveh Ixvn "dropped" from the cycle. As companies 
extract these ftissil fuels, they add carbon to the cycle 
that then stays in the atmosphere as CO, for 100- 
plus years, effectively trapping more carbon in this 
lOtraotl.Thl result: though carbon dioxide is not 
ne.trly .is powerful as methane, the sheer amount of 
it makes it far more of a concern than methane. 
Instead of pitying people working for a positive 
change, perhaps Goodman should do his researx h 
Molly Jacobs and Aaron Sobel 
senior international attairs/C.ermanand geo- 
graphic science majors 
Missing McCarthy, axed adjunct professor 
Ale. SuTMJ s story highlighting the plight of 
adjunct professors || JMU from March 1 correctly 
identifies the many difficulties faced by these 
individuals. In addition, they are not protected bv 
the university's academic freedom codes due to the 
nature of their employment. The problem is that 
ad|unets' contracts are renewed on a yearly basis 
at the will of the department head. In other words. 
[Ml  is under no obligation to extend anad|unct's 
Contact, with the only exception being in the case 
of an academic fnvdom issue. However, because a 
department head can claim the refusal to rehire a 
pfOftMOf is for performance reasons, any academic 
freedom issues can be easily papered over. 
I his is tXM tlv what happened to Dr. (eremiah 
\U< .irthy, an adjunct profcwor in the philoso- 
phy and religiiwi department who v\.is,.inned at 
the end of the 2005-06 adhool year beciuse of an 
■DegCd complaint bv a female Muslim student  I s- 
senti.illv she KCUMd lum c4 identifying somebody 
III dttSMfl possible M.imu terrorist who might 
gun himdowndunnga lecture on J.S. Mill. McCar- 
thy claims nothing of the sort occurred and numer- 
ous student accounts corroborate his innocence. 
No investigation of the alleged incident has 
been initiated by JMU because poor student eval- 
uations have been cited for McCarthy's non-re- 
newal. However, because the philosophy depart- 
ment is struggling to find GPH1L 120 professors, 
this makes no sense. In short, McCarthy is another 
victim of JMU's mistreatment of adjunct profes- 
sors — an injustice that deserves to be rectified. 
Michael Kelly 
senior history and economics major 
The recent article by Alex Simey discussing the 
plight of Shelley Aley reminds me of similar difficul- 
ties faced by the former philosophy adjunct profes- 
sor Dr McCarthy, who taught CPHIL101 and 120 I 
do not know all the facto, but for reasons that seem 
strange, the philosophy department did not request 
his services after the end of last school year. 
Ihe loss ot Met arthy is a substantial kwto (Ml 
r tis CPHIL 101 class inspired me to chouse philosophy 
as my second major. Fora first-semester freshman who 
didn't know nothing from nothing, he introduced the 
held and its major figures m terms easy enough K> 
understand then, but informative enough to continually 
serve me throughout more advanced courses. He also 
held his office hours in Festival where, over lurch, stu- 
dents could listen to hun expand on his in-dass lectures 
and relate them to everything from history to current 
events. Manv students, inducting myself, made the 
long march across campus to attend these office hours 
despite not having classes in ISAT/HHS. 
Finally, McCarthy is an expert on the great Ameri- 
can philosopher Charles Peirce. According to other 
professors in the philosophy department, McCarthy 
is regarded as somewhat of a legend at UNC-Chapel 
I (ill where his PhD. dissertation on Peirce is still used 
as a study guide by Peirce students. In short, Mc- 
Carthy is an asset the current and future students of 
I Ml cannot afford to kse, and I urge those in charge 
to take this into account 
Michael Yarborough 
junior history and philosophy major 
-Editorial Policies on page S- 
Be a leader on the JMU campus! 
Run for SGA! 
si tors 
I'ackctsarc,i\ailable<inrlicNr^WB^lJpFJmu.uiuand theS(',.\office, 
Taylor 203 
Candidate packets arc due by March 28th at 5pm to the SGA office 
For more information contact the Klettions Commission 
at jmuelcctionsff gmail.com 
'kirwr'kmt&U rinerrentols.com 540-438-8800 
Franklin Street 
(downtown): 
- Large 1 bedroom 
- hardwood floors 
$600 per month 
water included 
W. Grattan Street/ 
Walnut Lane/ 
Kyle Street: 
-1 st or 2nd floor apart- 
ments 
-on-site laundry 
$500-$525/month 
Lewis Street: 
-1 bedroom w/ large 
kitchen 
-Walk to campus 
-$450/month 
-Units w/ washer/dryer, 
$550/month 
Westport Village: 
-1 bedroom 
-Washer/dryer and water 
included 
$52S/month 
Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! 1,2 & 3 bedroom units still available. 
Secure your 2007-08 Housing before it's too late. 
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GAMES AMD 
Sudoku 
8 3 6 
7 
9 2 8 1 6 3 
3 1 
8 2 
4 9 
3 2 9 5 4 
2 4 3 8 
4 3 9 
Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and 
each of the three-by-three squares, each number 
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way 
to fill in the grid. 
Difficulty: * # # •$• # 
SUPER CROSSWORD 
COMPARATIVE 
Z(X)LOGY 
© 2007 Philip Riley and Laura Taalman brainfreezepuzzles.com 
See this week's answers at thebreeze.o 
ACROSS 
I Dog star'* 
5 Iraqi city 
10 "Norwegian-"('65 
song) 
14   VI like I m.i 
! 8 Towel word 
14 Startled cry 
20 Feminist Belmont 
.'I    Gras 
22 Elusive 
25 Shun 
26 Brando's birthplace 
27 Part of ER 
28 Synthetic textile 
Id F.xploit 
31 Pipeline place 
34 Fairway accessory 
36 - es Salaam 
37 Adored one 
15 Relaxed 
42 Scads 
43 Future of the present 
46 Be bombastic 
47 Smash letters 
48 Faux - 
49 Unfashionable 
50 Warehouse 
51 Clean-air org 
53 Bog 
56 Cresled reptile 
SS VUOD 
61 Novelist Carr 
63 Lingerie item 
64 "Blame lion -"('« 
film l 
a H.nhsh 
66 Directional suffix 
67 Broccoli 
69 s.n-.- 
74 Melodious Marvin 
75 trip 
76 Sitanst Shankar 
77 "Xanadu" luufcaai 
78 Cul-de- - 
79 Disciplinarian 
81 Sprite 
83 Strauss optn 
H i Mej 
87 Teacup part 
89 Designer Carolvne 
91 -Magnon 
92 Police acronym 
93 Zilch 
95 Monty Python's Eric 
96 Related 
97 Show off 
99 Dotik 
KM Irish island group 
105 Pressure mcas 
106 K-O connectors 
107Sch.Kil»uppl> 
1 1 i 4 1 7~~ T~ ^> II 11 •? ■i 
| 
n II 16 17 
IB 19 
| 2.' 24   1 ■ H 79   1        HM 
1 It v ■    H" ma ■ w ■ 40    I 41     1 is        H46 *■' 
4« H B F P SS 
Sfi 17 W 
.'■ N (2 ■ H M ^n h   1 H 
V H ■ I 1 B1[ V e:i 66 ■ ■1 M i 
M 63 F^B 
P ic IOC 101 1 102 1 ■0) ■■ ■ 
"M 104 Htue ■ ■ IDA 108 ™ lid H    1 HI 114 ■ Bn 
HI 119 12C 121 122 123 1 
HI 126 '27 
121 HI 130 m 
11" l 'MI. hit ki.l 
111 Sentinel 
113 Zenith 
M6"Bea  
118 Stir 
120 Fit 
124 Hilarious Hardy 
125 Like some textbooks 
126 Bean or Welles 
127 A bit of Berlioz 
128 Requirement 
129 Baseball's Nolan 
130 Wretched 
131 "Confound it!" 
DOWN 
1 Comment from Chan 
2 Actress Diamond 
3 Experiment 
4 "The -Jungle" ('SO lilml 
5 Toodle-oo!" 
6 Broadcast 
7 - temer 
8 Enlarge a hole 
9 Sometimes they're 
frozen 
10 Pale 
11 Dairy-case purchase 
12 Go to extremes 
13 Cowboys' home 
14 Bankbook abbr 
15 Vain 
16 New Jersey city 
17 Very 
2ITVVChicoandthe -" 
23EI-.TX 
24 Zones 
29 Nev neighbor 
32 Asian nation 
33 PDQ. pcilitcly 
15 Wading bird 
37 Japanese porcelain 
39 "Dukes of Hazzard" 
deputy 
40 Dress 
41 "Alley  " 
43 Luau disli 
44 Holidayless mo. 
45 Obstinate 
48 Gdansk deni/en 
50 Genes designer'' 
52 Lhasa - 
53 Gnnd grain 
54 Nimble 
55 Rational 
57 Is for two 
59 Aetna Scala 
60 Biblical book 
62 "   sweet 11 is'' 
67 San-.Italy 
68 Thickening agent 
69 Ebb 
70 "• Gotta Be Me" ( 69 
hit) 
71 Location 
72 Clay, today 
73 Karate-chopping Chuck 
74 Fourqts. 
76 Rudner or Gam 
78JafTeof4Down 
80 Spoken for 
81 Ruffle 
82 Jedi instructor 
83 Clip 
84 Med test 
85 Tons of time 
88 Tiny colonist 
90 Model Macpherson 
94Paulof"MelviniiHl 
Howard" 
96 Run away 
97 Benefactor 
98 Baltimore bird 
99 Scholastic abbr 
100 Wet Williams 
101 Well 
102 Mainstay 
103 Prepare potatoes 
108 Blunder 
109 Jamaican cultist 
111 Finn 
112 "Thai's a scream!" 
114 Dame Hess 
115 Orient 
117 Competition 
119 Silly Caesar 
121 ( hiiu .. Biao 
122 Tippler 
123 "Day Now" C62 hill 
HiiHiwlmm in 
Visit Our Website to L ear ore 
iTJATJATJj 
ebsite Features: 
'irtual Tours   fl 
Roommate Connection 
nline Appli 
\partment Information 
nd much more! 
A£ib hftta .L«Ae'iiHi-».ii oday! 
Contact us for more Information 
virtual tours online at: 
www.sunchase.net   540-442-4800 
Editor: Kelly lislu-r 
Editor: Jill Yaworski 
hree:enrrt\<» hmmailrnm 
(S40tSfis-.ua i A&E 
What's going on 
around here? 
Ay 
arts 
%   artWorlcs Gallery 
Exhibition 
JMU students Kaitlin Murphy, 
Tyler Weeks, Kaitlin McPherson 
and Kotherine Sheldon have art 
on display through March 30. 
m    New Image 
W
   Gallery 
Alyssa Solomon and Michael 
Lease will have photos and 
writing on display through 
April 29. New Image Gallery is 
located in ortWorks gallery 
•   Nexus Gallery 
Mary Beth Sorrentino's art 
exhibit will have on opening 
reception tonight from 5 to 7 
p.m. in Roop Hall, room 208. 
www.thebreeze .org 
Thursday. March 15. 2007 I II 
theatre 
•   "The Goat, or 
Who is Sylvia?" 
Theatre II presents an 
unusual production on the 
meaning of love The show 
runsMorth 13 to 17 at 8 p.m. 
Tickets ore on sale two hours 
before the show for S3. 
*i 
music 
• Guest Flutist 
Artist Brodly Garner will 
perform Morch 17 ot 1 p.m in 
Anthony Seeger Auditorium. 
Tickets are S5. 
'Burn:- 
•   Green Valley 
•oolcfair 
Great discounts on a variety 
of titles including fiction and 
specialty books. The fair runs 
from March 17 to April I. 
located ot Ml. Crawford, Vo. 
just south of Harrisonburg. 
•  EMU Soup and 
ArtsFest 
All you con eol soups, home- 
made breads and desserts. 
Art exhibits and entertain- 
ment included March 17. 
Tickets are S8 and will benefit 
EMU Fine Arts. 
•   Highland Maple 
Festival 
Enjoy the beauty of Highland 
County at the Annual Maple 
Festival March 17 and 18. 
•  Talent and 
Fashion Show 
Featured fashions included 
clothes from DEB, Rue21 and 
TJ Maxx. Show will be held 
March 17 at EMU at 8 p.m. 
Tickets ore S5. 
I Send us events ot 
fcreezearts@gmail.tom 
Student exhibit opens in Nexus Gallery 
Institute  for Visual 
Studies displays 
Sorrentino's photos 
BI Ktuv FISHER 
afre editor 
In the Nexus Gallery, senior Mary 
Beth Sorrentino's photographs hang 
on the wall with each one a depn lion 
of gold cubes piled on top of each oth- 
er. Their brilliant colors catch the eye, 
vet it is unclear at tirst what the photos 
NpniUlL After taking a closer look, 
you can see that the cubes are actually 
the traces of gold on a $20 bill, magni- 
fied 5,000 times with a high-powered 
microscope. 
Sorrentino's photographs are part 
ot JML's Institute for Visual Studies 
Her solo exhibit is on display in the 
institute's Nexus Gallery during the 
month of March, consisting mostly 
of photography, as well as a piece of 
stained glass. 
The Institute for Visual Studies is a 
Qram focusing on the integration of 
the arts and sciences. 
In the works for the past two years, 
the idea for the Institute for Visual Studies 
WM spearheaded by David Ehrenpreis, a 
professor in the school of art and art his- 
tory. His use of the Madison Digital Im- 
age Database inspired him to look more 
closely at how he personally used images 
in his classes, as well as the overall use of 
visual aides in teaching at JMU. 
"I became aware of the significance 
of images, especially since they were be- 
coming more and more prevalent in uni- 
versity teaching," hhrenprvis said 'lor 
me, the images tli.it arc the most elegant 
and beautiful are the ones that convoy the 
most information. This program is a mul- 
tidisciplinary center devoted to the in- 
vestigation ot the signituaiuc of images 
in contemporary culture." 
Ehrenpreis hope*, to follow in the steps 
of other universities who have similar pro- 
grams that concentrate on the Convergence 
of different disciplines in the 21 st eentu rv 
For Sorrentino, majoring in both biol- 
ogy and studio art with a concentration in 
photographv, it has always been apparent 
now connected her two disciplines an 
"Most people think that the arts and 
sciences .ire different and separate, hut in 
fact they are inherently related," she said. 
"You need science to create art, especially 
photographv, and vou need art to help 
explain science by using diagrams and 
^)Q Review 
Theatre II examines faMing in love with the wrong person 
lor in this case an animal) in Its bold play 
Qfti TO® 1% 8QIMI 
IY ELIZABETH DANIEL 
contributing writer 
Gin a goat fall in love with a man? Gin 
a father fall in love with his son? Theatre 
U's latest production. The Goat Or Who Is 
Sylvia," by Edward Albee, examines such 
questions and concludes tliat a man can do 
such things, but he will likely ruin his life 
and everyone else's lives involved. 
The Goat" could fall under the cat- 
egory of a comedy at some moments, 
but the emotion captured by the Strat- 
ford Players hits too hard to laugh the 
whole way through. 
Junior Stephanie Ganacopios deliv- 
ers much of the emotion as Stevie, the 
wife of Martin,  who is the 
lover of the goat. 
She also  concocts 
colorful   combina- 
tions   of    expletives, 
which often add dark and 
guilty humor, and directs them 
at her husband after he reveals his af- 
fair. Senior Sean Mclntyre plays the in- 
telligent yet arguably off-base Martin, 
whose rationales of his reciprocal love 
with Sylvia, the goat dip into the bizarre 
depths of human emotion. Freshman Trev- 
or Wilhelms play* Billy, the s*»i of Martin 
and Stevie, and his performance has its 
own strange crescendos as he deals with 
the situation The hn.il player, Ross, por- 
trayed by senior Vlnce Zangardi, expertly 
adds much of the humor and creates much 
of the conflict 
Although the entire production is 
well constructed, some audience mem- 
bers may find it difficult to sympathize 
with a man engaging in a sexual rela- 
tionship with an animal— a relationship 
different from all others in that one of 
the participants cannot refuse or prevent 
the action. Conceivably some audience 
members will find fault with the main 
conflict on principle alone 
and never get past it. 
Beasti- 
ality and incestuous pedophilia, which 
is also briefly discussed, certainly takes 
its place as one of the absolute darkest 
transgressions of man, and viewers may 
wonder if anyone should ever try to jus- 
tify such an action. 
Yet director Conrad Mendelius as- 
serts that it's not about that. 
The play tries to define what love 
is,' Mendelius said. He said he hopes 
the audience will "get the deeper mean- 
ing," which the viewers must find and 
resolve. Even with the disturbing sub- 
ject matter, the play is marvelously en- 
tertaining and the actors will startle you 
with their unending ability and talent. 
If for nothing else, watch Ganacopios' 
uncanny ability to portray a woman as 
her life unravels. The production is filled 
with talent ranging from senior Kevin 
Hasser's set design to Mendelius's di- 
rection. 
It is worth seeing, and will leave you 
with questions, perhaps the most pertinent 
one regarding the final prop and where on 
Earth junior Natasha Solomon and Kevin 
Branson of the props crew found it. 
The Goat" runs through Saturday, 
with nightly shows at 8 p.m., and a 2 
pan. matinee Saturday. Tickets an1 on 
sale two hours before the shows. 
graphic by 
LAUREN PACKJ 
ull ,t(fi. Iff 
Swing dancing becomes some 
JMU students' 'drug of choice' 
JMU's Swing Dance 
Club tries to expand 
group membership 
tn   SlAN YotNC.BtKC 
contributing uTtfrr 
Bored to tears ' S|, k and tired ot (list 
lounging around dunng the weeknights? 
Well hen1 it is, ladies and gents, the an- 
swer to cure that dreadful dullness, 
JMU's very own, and very spectacular, 
Sw ni); Dance Club. 
" I he i lub is uniting and incredibly 
unique, trvsltmaii Christina Gregory 
said Plus the leaders are verv know I 
edgeable and absolute I \ love to daiue, 
so Bin .ire more than willing to help vou 
out. So if you're interested in dancing 
— which by the w.i\ is anal exercise 
there isn t MHHII of a reason not to joUll 
With more than Ml members matting 
week!} and always looking to expand. 
the swingers have very much beiome a 
lone OH campus 
Even it wm va new danced before, 
the Swing Dance *- lub members tell stu- 
dents noi to be afraid to atop b) and see 
if the dub Is I tit for VOU   I fie I lub is al- 
ways looking for now members to give 
■wing dancing a try. 
Sophomore Swing Dance Club secre- 
tary and histonan Kathleen Herring said 
the club loves beginners. 
"We are always willing to teach," she 
said For only $2. novices can receive a les- 
son from a qualified dancer at beginner 
meetings which an- held on Tuesday in Me- 
mona! Hall from 9 to 11 p.m. 
Swing Dana1 Club president junior V.il 
ene I largis and social chair and SCC Rep ju- 
nior Beth lacy both first attended the dub as 
a t ,H IH Wellness Passport event but quick- 
ly fell in love with the art of swinging. 
"The people are amazing and the 
dancing is such a release," Hargis add 
"I know it sounds cliche, but when I'm 
dancing I don't have to Ihink about any- 
thing else — it completely relaxes and 
da stresses  me. Swing  dancing   is   n\\ 
drugol choke." 
I .an is no ditterent She bee ami- 
hooked after |ust one netting and has 
been going ever eince 
As a freshman, (ML always tells 
HRI tn get involved in something, and 
for me that WaatWtftg dancing " 
Hargis and 1 a.v. along with mughh 
25 others, partake in the intermediate 
.lasses held on I hursdav nights in Me- 
monal Hall tmm 9 to 11 p.m. After one 
semester of beginner classes, participants 
DM move up to intermediate level 
It   vou   are  an   experienced   darner 
I   \\\   |1>.S(>\ pfuxo 
Junior Charlie Musser and froehman 
Michelle Tlllery work on their dance 
skills at a swing dance held In 
Memorial Hall before break. 
or are |ust looking tor a good time, the 
Swing Dance Club proud!) presents the 
Boiler Makers |ai2 Hand on Saturday, 
March 17. Admission is$l() tor non-club 
members, and ^ tor club members lor 
beginners, will he a lesson held fn>m 7 
to I p in  Afterward, the dame begins 
.iud ends at II 111 p.m. 
other art forms." 
I adl semester since fall 2(1)5, the insti- 
tute's class has taken one issue or topic to 
investigate I he first half of the semester is 
devoted to intense research and study of 
the topu, while the second half is focused 
on the student's creations Classes have no 
more than 15 students, making them both 
Interactive and  collaborative. Students 
from a variety of maiors, including studio 
art, integrated science and technology and 
media arts and design, an- in the class and 
bnng their knowledge and creativity to 
the table. 
"We call it multidisciplinary, not in- 
ler-disciplinary, because people from dif- 
ferent areas are investigating the same 
subie.t and are all looking at it through 
their discipline.   I hrenpreis said. 
sw IVS. page 14 
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300 Spartans 
make for one 
great war film 
'Sin City' author's 
graphic novel 
adapted to big screen 
BY StAN YoiINGBERG 
contributing writer  
In what could be cunsidered one of 
the greatest war films 01 all time, as well 
as one ot the most testosterone-filled 
motion pictures ever to grace the silver 
screen    J00" relives the epk storj of the 
battle of Thermop\ lae 
I rank Miller's ("Sin Citv") graphic 
novel, adapted to screen In director 
ZackSnyder ("Dawn of the Dead"), tells 
the talc ot 31K) Spartan warriors led by 
their valiant Herculean King Leonidafl 
(played by Gerard Butler) as they fight 
vigorous!) against hundreds ol thou- 
sands .a Persian soldiers looming i»i 
Conquer and soak up Sparta into their 
\ ast empire. 
When the Persian armies, led b\ 
the flamboyant and self-proclaimed 
human-god Xerxes (played by Ro- 
drigo Santoro) send Sparta a warn- 
ing to join their kingdom and liv t BS 
subordinates or to be slaughtered. 
I eonulas prepares tor the only thing 
Spartan men know how to c\t> Hghl 
valiantly, never retreat and never 
surrender. 
I lie s*H * Spartans soon find them 
selves \astk outnumbered .ig.mist ,,r 
there, Mongolian demons, immortal 
warlords and hoards of bloodcurdling 
creatures Irom the deepest unles ol hell 
While most of this larger than-lite 
Storj    takes    place 
on   the   battlefield, 
one      soon      finds 
himself  captivated 
by Leonidae' lus- 
cious  wife Queen 
GorgO   (played   by 
i ana I leadey) and 
the      treacherous 
statesman I heron 
(played b) Domi- 
nic    West  I Iheir 
greed,      love      of 
power and stubbornness drive them 
to perform deceitful deeds to reach 
their own goals. 
Sex, war, backstabbing and Incred- 
ible amounts ot blotidshed help make 
"300" the greatest war picture since 
"Gladiator," which was released near!) 
eight yean ago What truly separates 
Snyder'S masterpiece from the rest ot 
the pa-k is the --tale ot the art technol- 
ogy  thai  creates  the  most   innovative 
battle  scenes   since    saving   Private 
Ryan.'  Whether it is a decapitation or a 
spear-piercing Mow to the gut the film 
has opened new  doors in the realm ot 
graphics. 
I he digital rendering and creation 
of monstrous elcphanls. raging rhinos 
repulsive ogres, storms that terrorize 
the sea and enough arrows to bhuk out 
the sun were all abeolutety perfected 
Snvder and his crew ol editors and 
producers have dug into the deepest 
realms ol our imagination, and make 
audiences believe these horrid beasts 
and |aw -dropping scenes are authen- 
tic 
Unfortunatelv, like the battle of 
Sparta, this him is not for the week I he 
movie carries an "R" rating, as from be- 
ginning to end it is chock full ot blood- 
shed  bnet nudiu and gut-wrenching 
violence 
lor those brave enough to embark 
on the journey prepare lor glory' Be 
warned that vou will be witness to the 
One Of the most outstanding battles of the 
Western world 
Spartan soldiers are considered the 
greatest soldiers this world lias ever 
seen, and now they are responsible lor 
the greatest battle Aim the world has ever 
witnessed 
300 
**** 
■300" debuted 
with ticket sales 
of mote than 
$70 million its 
opening week- 
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I've got a secret No, actually, I've got The Secret. You know, the 
$35 DVD in Barnes and Noble with the wax wal on the from! I he 
thing that was on "Oprah?" Twice? Well, 1 have it. And I'm here to 
tell you — I'm obsessed. 
Now. vou probably thought better ot me (I know I did!) and 
didn't think I'd buy into something as cheesv as "The Secret." But 
the thing works. Let me explain. 
It s all about the Law of Attraction. That is, whatever vou put 
out into the universe, that is what vou will get back from it. It's mat 
simple. Where it gets tncky, however, is when vou start to think that 
it's all about positive thinking, because it isn't entirelv. In the vldtO 
(I'm not ashamed to admit that I've watched it), thev explain it like 
this When you are at a restaurant, you place an order for vour meal 
and you expect to get it back exactly as \ou ordered it. Well, the 
s.ime applies to the universe. If you order money, the universe will 
send vou back money. Here's where the positive thinking OOOMi m 
The universe can't tell what is bad for vou and what is good — it 
can only receive the energy you are giving oil (because everything 
in the world is giving off energy at tnis moment — even the Breezr 
you are holding, believe it or not). So, if vou are focusing on how 
\«>u VIAU* Ix-mf. in debt and debt is awful and you'll never y,v\ out i»l 
debt, the universe will only send you murt- debt, lou rune to IWttdl 
that into something optimistic ("I will be wealthy") and concentrate 
on that idea alone. 
1 know it sounds stupid, and I've done my fair share of making 
fun of it. But, I think at its very core. The Secret is brilliant. To put it 
simply, it's like that Louis Armstrong sting — "When vou'n' smil- 
ing, the whole world smiles with you." Whatever vibe you Kftveout 
you'll get back tenfold. 
Just try it for a day. You can go back to being «\ im.il tomorrow. 
-A*- 
Go To 
Parties ? 
www.§h£rgold§tudio.eom 
Free First Lesson With This Advert! 
2 South Main St. Suite 507 5th Floor, 
Corner of Market, Harrisonburg 
(540) 434 1008 
IT LOOKS 
IikeSHHNG 
HOSSHWNG! 
Enjoy 
the warm 
weather 
out on the 
Quad with 
a copy of 
The Breeze. 
00*** 
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Madison Manor :: More Amenities 
Living at Madison Manor offers more amenities, including 
an escape from the traffic of other housing options. 
Fireplaces 
Pool 
Tennis Courts 
Plenty of Parking 
Spacious Living 
On Bus Route 
Pet Friendly* 
Check Out More Information @ 
• UWW ■ ol Ppc trundy Uim «yaUM» • EquM Mouyng Opfxxtwtfy Eacti CWMil OaW C 
wvwv.OffCampusHousing.com 
' (H     <■   I'      ■■'•.. •■ '■■   '   .   ■ >.,-i-<1   ■"• .   ;.       ,'. 
COLDWF.LL 
BANKER 
COMMERCIAL 
FUNKHOUSER 
REALTORS 
11S Port Republic Road 
H.irnsonburg. VA 22801 
434-5150 
The Breezei www.thebreeze.org |Thursday, March 15.2007113 
730  .) 
MorcVi  19th 
Wilson http://upb.jmu.edu/ for more information Km VI-I -.it y Ptoo'fl'" Board 
Jimn M»dl»on Unlvraltv 
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IVS: Arts and sciences come 
together in latest visual class 
IVS,from pa$t- U 
i hii M-nuMer siiiiss. i he Aesthetics of Visualization/' will i»x»^ 
at different ways data Ispieaanled, from both tin- adentffic and .irtis 
tu viewpoints The dan "ill also incorporate the uaeoi Kith i looglc 
Earth and the Sdcnce on a Sphere global daaplay system in Memorial 
Hall 
'The class is such a hybrid of both art majors and sdenOB iiui 
jors," said junior ( hrMineHeiin.ir/. an art and art history m.i|or who 
is taking the institute's class (his lemestU It concentrates on prob- 
lem solving in ■ creative H 
rhe Institute tor Visual studies alao pm ides an Innovative op 
portunitv tor thi'tacultv involved t hadD Curtis, from the school of 
art and art history and Dr. Ronald (). Kander. from ISA I. are laadl 
inp this semester I daM 
'The program reflects on new  wayi ot DBBctune and leantinc, 
said Conine Diop. a professor in the Khool of art and art history 
who taught  last semester s course,     I earful  Symmetry:  Art and 
Mathematics." Tt breaks down uViiplme*.   It's team-teaching with 
someone from another discipline, and \ou form a new alliance be- 
cause ot it/ she paid 
The Institute for Visual Studies allow s both students and fa 
ulty to experience a new way of learning. Their learning spate 
in Roup Hall has rolling tables, which allows group work and 
interactive learning. 
There is also a "breakout area." where students can so- 
cialize and "play." There is even a keypad on the door so 
that students can access this environment even alter gallery 
hours. 
I Ins is M here academic and social lines evaporate. ' iTirenpreis 
■aid I he 'breakout area' is a place for students to go and s,iv.'\ow 
I can plav T!a\' is a sacred word for us, where it means |oytul en- 
gagement 
Sorrentinos exhibit opens todav in the NCSCUI Gallery Unrated in 
Roop Hall, room 21W. An open reception tor the public will be held 
tonight from 5 to 7 p.m. For more information about IVS. go to i»n< 
Surfing the Web? 
Iribetweeri waves, surf over to 
thebreeze.org 
■ iii/inq m fl*fH*  rofMf c* Select European - 
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The JMU Swing Dance Club will be having 
its big St. Patrick's Day Dance on 
Saturday, March 17th in Memorial Hall 
Gym, featuring the well-known Boilermaker 
Jazz Band! The dance will take place from 
8 ■ 11*30 pm. We will also offer a beginner's 
swing lesson at 7:00. No partner or experience 
necessary! $10 per ticket. For questions, 
contact JMUSwingDance@gmail.com 
Get all your college needs easier & faster at 
ONE STOP CONVENIENCE 
► Cheap beverages & party supplies 
► Food, coffee, sandwiches, & more 
► Western Union Facilities  —p^™ 
- Money Transfer Cf^TJ 
- Utility Pay merit N^ffl 
► Friendly, young staff & owners 
We accept JAC Cards! 
Check us out In 
DOWNTOWN, HARMSONBURG 
just a short drive from JMU at 
383 North Main Street or call (540) 432-9017 
-'•'••'"*■■ 
l-.ilii.>r John Gallc 
Editor: Brian Hanscn 
sports® ihebreeze J>rg 
(540) 568-3846 
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Diamond 
Dukes 
topple- 
Terrapins 
Stoneburner 
drives in five 
to lead JMU 
COLLEGE PARK, Md. — The 
JMU baseball team began its 
first winning streak of trie year 
after defeating the University 
of Maryland 13-6 Tuesday af- 
ternoon at Shipley Field. 
The win was JMU's third 
of the year (3-12) and its sec- 
ond straight following a 10- 
game losing streak. In the re- 
cent wins, the Diamond Duktl 
scored more than 10 runs for 
the first two times this season. 
Maryland fell to 11-5 overall, 
lowing       its    
second m a  Baseball 
row _■ "    .  
The   Dia-   Tuesday  
mond Dukes'    UM 6 
offense   JMU 13 
churned   out 
12 runs in the first tour in- 
nings, including a sin-run sec- 
ond, to jump out in front of the 
Terps. 
Senior shortstop Davis 
Stoneburner led the way for 
JMU, driving in five runs on 
two home runs. Junior out- 
fielder Kellen Kulbacki dou- 
bled, tallied two RBIs, scored 
twice and also hit a homer, 
which was a team-best fourth 
on the . 
Senior outfielder/first 
baseman Mitchell Moses was .i 
perfect 3-for-3 on the day with 
two RBIs, while freshman out- 
fielder Alex Foltz had two hits 
and a RBI. JMU's leadoff hitter, 
junior third baseman Joe Lake, 
contributed with three scored 
runs and two walks, going 1- 
lor-4 
Junior lefty Trevor Kaylid 
earned his first victorv in hi 
first start on 
the mound. 
He gave up 
four runs 
on seven 
hits in five- 
a n d - 1 / 3 
innings. 
Freshm an 
right-hand- 
er Duslin 
Crouch 
Sicked up 
is first career save and the 
first of the season for the Dia- 
mond Dukes. 
The bats of JMU removed 
Maryland's freshman starter 
Nick Pierce from the mound 
in |ust one-and-2/3 innings. 
Pities took the loss after sur- 
rendering six runs, tour walks 
and two Ints 
JMU got off to a hot start in 
the first inning when Lake was 
walked and promptly stole 
Mi ond base. As a team, the Di- 
amond Dukes recorded a sea- 
son-high six steals on the day. 
Stoneburner also walked and 
Kulbacki drove in Lake on a 
2-0 pitch to the right-field cor- 
ner. It was the 12th time this 
season that the Dukes have 
scored hrst 
Kulbacki's home run moved 
him into a tie for second place 
with Eddie Kim (2000-03) and 
Lorenzo Bundy (1978-81) on 
JMU's career home run list 
with 36. 
JMU took down Liberty 1-3 
at home yesterday in another 
non-conference bout, improv- 
ing to 4-12. JMU will travel to 
Richmond this weekend for a 
three-game conference series 
against Virginia Common- 
wealth University 
c* 
■171 
Stoneburner 
I Ml 262 200 010— 13 13  0 
MD 100 202 001 — 6  12 0 
Iri'vor Kaylid. Duftin Crouch 
(h) and Dan Sanlnhiamo; Nate 
Pierce, Brett Tidball (21. Mike 
Sufczynskl (3). Ian Schwalcn- 
berg (6). Brett Cecil (8) and 
chad Dunkis, 
W — Kaylid, L — Pierce. S — 
Crouch. 
2B — (JMU) Kulback.171; 
PoltzU); Brownmg(2); (MD) 
Palumbo,  |(5);   Murphv,   M(6); 
Dunkta, (   2(6); Craenwidx \ 
2(2). 3B — none. HR — <)MU) 
Stoneburner 2(3); KulbackiU) . 
(MD) nun,' 
Recced* |ML (.3-12), Maryland 
(11-5). 
— from stiff report* 
Return of the King 
Monarchs take 
CAA title for 
16th-straightyear 
BY JOHN GALLE 
sports editor 
NEWARK. Del. — JML se- 
nior center Meredith Alexis, 
the Colonial Athletic Associa- 
tion     Player   _ 
of    the    Year,    Women's 
didn t     have _ Basketball 
Sunday 
ODU 
JMU 
78 
70 
It**, courtesy of CATHY Kt'SHNEJWArt/ AlMem* 
The 2007 Colonial Athletic Association Player of the Year and Richmond Times 
Dlspatch Virginia Player of the Year, Meredith Alexis, shows her disappointment after 
the Dukes fell to Old Dominion 78 70 In the CAA championship held Sunday. 
to explain her 
disappoint- 
ment as tears 
ran down her 
Face 
For the 
second straight year, the JMU 
women's basketball team (ell 
one game short of a CAA cham- 
pionship title, while the Old 
Dominion dynasty remained 
intact at 16 years running. 
"It's just frustration," Alex- 
is said. "It's upsetting to say 
|CAA champs] every single 
(fan since we start ... and it 
doesn't happen, it's just really 
hard right now." 
I )espite out-rebounding 
their CAA rival 48-32 — in- 
cluding 2S-U on the offensive 
glass — and having all five 
starters finish in double-fig- 
ures scoring, the Dukes could 
not match the Monarchs on the 
scoreboard, losing 78-70. 
Before the tournament, 
loachKennv Brooks was named 
CAA Coach of the Year. During 
the final. Alexis finished with 
a double-double (12 rebounds, 
game-high 17 points), as did 
senior guard Tamera Young 
(10 rebounds. 10 points) Af- 
terward, Alexis and senior for- 
ward Shirley McCall received 
All-Tournament honors. 
But it didn't quite spell 
championship. 
"You look at the st.it sheet 
and it looks like |ODL| made 
sum.- big shots at some cru- 
cial times," ODU coach Wendy 
i any said 
Missed shuts and turnovers 
hurt the Dukes early on and al- 
lowed the Monarchs to |ump 
out to an 18-7 lead — their 
largest lead of the game. 
Then, JML woke up with 
a 9-0 run, closing the gap to 
two. 
Even so, the Dukes were 
not making their opportuni- 
ties count. During its opening 
run, for example, JML failed to 
capitalize on an ODL turnover; 
despite having five offensive 
rebounds in a row, the Dukes 
managed just one free throw. 
Shooting )ust 33 percent for 
the game didn't help matters. 
"We hurried a lot of our 
shots," Brooks said. "We 
weren't in rhythm ... We had to 
fight and claw to get back into 
the game. We had to spend a 
lot of energy. It caused me to 
do some things I really didn't 
want to do. I wanted to play 
more people, but when you 
get down like that in a game ot 
this magnitude, sometimes you 
kind of go with your horses." 
During the regular season. 
JML had averaged a league- 
best 45 percent from the floor 
and boasted the third-best pe- 
rimeter defense (.277). How- 
ever, the Dukes allowed the 
CAA Championship Most Out- 
standing Player in ODL's T. J. 
Jordan to hit four of six from 
3-point range. As a team, the 
Monarchs drained 51 percent 
of their shots, including 58 per- 
ient from behind the arc. 
lor the Dukes, Brooks said 
nobody really shot the ball par- 
ticularly well, despite opportu- 
nities against the lone. Young, 
(or example, made just two of 
her 13 shots and onlv one from 
3-point range. As a team, the 
Dukes struggled from behind 
the are. hitting just 2-of-12. 
see U)SS, page 17 
Madison draws Pitt in 
round one of NC AAs 
JMU making 
eighth appearance 
in NCAA tourney 
t> BRIAN HANSFN 
s/it-rfs cJilt't 
I Ins weekend Kenrrj   Brooks 
and his I\H   women's basketball 
team get the chance to see if Cin- 
derella s glass slipper "is 
Pot the first  time since  19%, 
the Dukes will participate in the 
women's NCAA tournament as 
the) travel to Pittsburgh to take 
on the eighth seeded Panthers mi 
their home court in the tirst round 
o( the big dance. 
I he team  gathered  Monday 
night at Bntoks' house to see il (lie 
selection  committee had  picked 
them tO be in the held Of rvl teams 
I Vspite failing to grab the C \ -IoniaI 
Athletu AssiK lation's automatic 
bid, the team wasn't too concerned 
about its selection 
"Personally, I wasn't nervous. 
said senior forward 1 eskn  I H* ■ il 
son, whose I Hike*, are seeded ninth. 
"I knew we had a prett> Rood shot 
and I probably would have been 
more surprised il we hadn't made 
ii   \tter Delaware popped upon 
ilH     ciean,   I   _ 
was reaiu con- 
fident we'd gel 
a bid.'' 
Madison 
was one ot 
three CAA 
teams selected 
for the tourna 
ment    |oimng 
C 0 n f e r e n * e 
champion  Old   Dominion,   who 
received I seven seed, and Dela- 
ware, which Will take its IJ seed 
to I SSl l arising, Mich., to play 
Michigan State. 
Women's 
Basketball 
Sunday  
Pitt vs. JMU 
9 p.m. 
Peterson Events 
Center 
JML isn't exactly a stranger to 
postseason play, having appeared 
in nine postseason tournaments 
since WK.1 with seven NCAAs and 
two WNITs. The Dukes have gone 
Kt-H m those nine appearances, 
including a 74\ record in the big 
dance. 
With such a history in the tour- 
nament. BnMtks is making sure his 
players don't take the approach 
of being "happy to be there" this 
weekend 
"We wanted to make sure that 
wasn't the case going in," Brooks 
said   h has been .i goal of ours t>> 
make the tournament and then af- 
ter that make some noaM 
This will be the second straight 
season that JML made a postaaa 
son appearance after falling in the 
first round of the W\l I Last BBS 
son, 70-62, against Charlotte. 
"Last year taught us how to get 
set NCAA, page 17 
cones) 'i< uin Kl SUM K IW Aihietu- 
JMU coach Kenny Brooks and the Dukes play In tho 
NCAA tournament for the first time since 1996. 
Brown pitted against former team 
Forward transferred 
from Pittsburgh after 
sophomore season 
BY CAROIINC MORRIS 
( nter 
Ire lor Viiuinians since U 
l VAN UN. SOHJphotoedita 
Jennifer Brown battles her former 
teammates on Sunday In Pittsburgh. 
This weekend will be homccom* 
me, for Jennifer BfOWfl 
I he n-toot-2 forward on the JML 
women's basketball transferred Irom 
Pittsburgh lasl year and Sunday she 
■stt tlii- . ham e to return to Peterson 
I vents ( enter, as the I >ukes visit Pitt 
in the hrst round of the NCAA tour- 
nament. 
1 verything I saw had us going 
against Ole Miss.' Brown said of the 
possible matchups before Selection 
Monday "So when thev came to us. I 
was really surprised. And (or it to he 
at the Peterson I vents ( enter is even 
more shocking " 
At Pitt, Brown was the team's 
seiond-leading rebounder and third- 
Icadlng BCOrei tn 2004-05 As a Duke, 
Brown has averaged five points and 
five rebounds in   IS minutes oft the 
bench. Although Brown datOU that 
there is "no bad blood" between her 
and the program, she s anxious to 
face her former teammates. 
"I've tried mv best not tO make 
it personal, make it seem like it's us 
against them," Brown said. "But in 
the back of my mind it's just like an 
extXI inventive to go there and plav 
extra hard and 
gel the win. So 
I    basically    told 
my teammates. 
they're not going 
to give it to us 
easy because I'm 
over here They're 
probably going to 
try to play hard, 
too. They're go- 
ing to point to me, 0rown 
but mv teammates 
have mv back, so I'm not worried 
about it at alt." 
Brown was originally recruited 
by both JML and Pitt, but chose Pitt 
because many o( her triends like SO- 
nior guard  Lesley   Dickinson, junior 
guard Jasmin Lawrence and sopho- 
more forward Kisha Stokes, whom 
Brown played   with  in high school, 
were playing at Madison, and she 
didn't want distractions But she 
changed her mind and hasn't looked 
hack since 
I OKI) Kenny Brooks said he was 
relieved to SCO Brow n's excitement at 
facing her old team and is excited to 
have her to provide an insider per- 
Ipet tive on the Panthers 
"We'll rely on her a little bit," 
Brooks said    "I can't sav  we won't, 
because anytime you have the inside 
BCOOp like that, you definitely want 
to listen And she s a very knowl- 
edgeable basketball player and has a 
high basketball IQ." 
Brown  points out  that  since  she 
knows the players and the coa< has so 
well she'll be able to give her learn 
mates Info on their tendencies. When 
asked about how Pitt knowing her 
st\ le ot play will affect her game, she 
laughed and brushed the idea ott 
"I'm not the star here so thev 
don't have to worry about me.     she 
said   "They've got to worry about 
Meredith Alexis I e-lev Dickinson, 
Shirlev    MiCall,   Andrea   Bemenuto 
and Tamera Young   I'll |usl be the 
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can't nick .1 team that lost to 
|\1L this tenon, 
Si. Louis — Round One: 
Florida   over  Jackson   Stale 
— We'rv mil stupid enough 
to think this is the \ear th.it .i 
Inthst't'd UtftCS down ,i No. I 
Arizona over Purdue — We 
like the Wild..its to win the 
honor of getting blown out In 
thi' GstOfS in round two. 
Butler   over   Old   Dominion 
IVspitc i: seed procliv it\ 
to t.lke down live -ceds. we're 
taking Butler, because we |iist 
i pi k 
U
Davidson    over    Maryland 
— It's .i sew upwl piod nrt 
won't lie 
Notre   Dame over  Winthrop 
— We can t ignore the "Luck 
ot the Irish'' with St Patrick's 
Day being this weekend. 
Oregon    over    Miami    <OH) 
- Du.ks is ,i sweet nickname, 
not to mention the\ m.i\ have 
the Sweetest uniforms in all of 
college basketball. 
UNLV over Georgia lech — 
We like the Runnin' Rebels to 
run past the Ramblin' Wrei k 
Wisconsin over Texas A&M- 
CC — We're big fansol cheese 
■ 
Round Two: 
Florida  over Arizona —   I he 
I iatOrS might h.ue the easiest 
path to the Final Four .ever. 
Butler over Davidson      Dogs 
always take down i .its ,is f*t 
<is were concerned 
Notre   Dame   over   Oregon 
Si   P.itnck will continue to 
smile on the Fighting Irish, 
and they'll need it, 
Wisconsin over UNLV — 
Love the cheese 
San Jose — Round One: 
Kansas    over    Niagara    — 
Again, one seeds always win 
round one. 
Villanova over Kentucky 
in the battle of the Wildcats 
we like the boys Ironi Philk. 
Illinois   over   Virginia   Tech 
— Hokies slways tmd .1 way 
to choke in the end. One and 
lone 
Southern Illinois over Holy 
Cross - We can'l ignore thai 
the Salukis' abbreviated name 
III." 
VCU over Duke — Greg Pau- 
lus should have stuck to foot 
ball. 
Pittsburgh over Wright State 
— Raiders don't h.ue the 
"Right Stuff." 
Indiana over (>onzaga — We 
still can'l get p.isi Adam Mor- 
rison crying last year 
UCLA over Weber State - 
Bruins are too much to handle 
for Weber 
Round Two: 
Kansas over Villanova — 
Nova lost too much from last 
yew's team to make .1 good 
run. 
Southern Illinois over Illi- 
nois - "So 111" is iller lhan 
lust 111. 
Pittsburgh over VCL — VCl 
Oldl managed to beat ihe 
Dukes b)  11 ai home. I hat's 
not   ne.irh   enough  to  instill 
confidence 
UCLA over  Indiana Ihe 
Big 10 conference mai have 
been   the   only   conference 
more    overrated    than     the 
Pac-10. 
East    Rutherford   —   Round 
One: 
UNC over Eastern Kentucky 
— Despite the fact th.it they 
Onl) be.it (\H |.\ (WO when 
they had lord.in. we'll go I.ir 
heels 
Michigan Stale over Mar- 
quette Missing  |erel   Mc- 
Neil will be too much for the 
Golden Eagles to overcome 
USC   over   Arkansas   —   Ar- 
k.ins,is doesn't belong in this 
tournament. The Trojans will 
fix that. 
lexas over New Mexico Stale 
— The tightin Durants will 
dominate. 
George Washington over 
Vanderbill Washington Is I 
war hero and the first Ameri- 
can president What have \ ou 
done  for America.  Cornelius 
Vanderbilt? 
Oral Roberts over Washing- 
ton State — Oral Roberts is 
lust a tunny name to M) 
Texas Tech over Boston Col- 
lege — Frankly, were |usi 
scared ol Bobb\ knight. 
Belmont    over    Georgetown 
Its scare against  |ML   last 
season is still lingering in our 
minds. 
Round Two: 
UNC   over   Michigan    Stale 
We hke I rrevi Nettzd i lot 
more than Ivler Hansbrough. 
Unfortunately,    the   rest   ol 
l \v   will be too good for the 
Spartans 
Texas over USC — ll will take 
a whole lot more lhan a giant 
horse to get  past Kevin  Du- 
ranl for these  [rofanS. 
George Washington over Oral 
Roberts       We're I big fan of 
presidents at The Sn 
Texas   Tech    over   Belmont 
Have yOU ever seen   Hohln 
Knight's game t.i.e' 
San Antonio — Round One: 
Ohio    State    over    Central 
Conn. State — We're still not 
sure what  a   Buckeve is,  but 
Greg Oden is a bc.iM 
\avier over BYU — Cougars 
don't stand much ol a chain v. 
Musketeers have guns. 
Tennessee       over       long 
Beach  Slate   —   An)   coach 
who takes his shirt off and 
kisses   Pa|   Summit   is   all 
right by us. 
Virginia over Albany — We 
like the I SVaJlCTI beCSUSe of 
their solid backcourt 
Louisville over Stanford 
V\e re taking the I ardinals 
over   the    Cardinal    because 
their mascot   isn't s  stupid 
tree. 
lexjs   A&M    over   Pennsyl- 
vania        Acie is going, to la\ 
down  the law  on the Quak- 
ers 
Nevada   over   Crcighlon   — 
\uk Faxekas seems like he's 
been in college for 10 years 
We re pukmg  Nevada any- 
H a I 
Memphis over  North  Texas 
It's hard to ignore the win 
streak that Memphis has put 
together 
Round Two: 
Ohio  State   over  Xavier  — 
We're   rooting   for   an   Oden 
»ersus I >urant Final Four. 
Tennessee over Virginia — 
I hese two are the same team, 
but we like Lofton to outahoot 
Singletary and Reynolds 
Texas A&M  over Louisville 
Don't mess With lexas 
Nevada over Memphis       Kt 
much as we hke Memphis' 
winning streak, we can't ig- 
nore that the) ve played no 
one this season. 
%nyle$ J)ay $ 
I uil Service Sulu 
Vrd 
Visit us ai our new location 
2040 Dcyerlc Au-. 
I Ijrrisonburg, VA (540)432-5544 
•Ataiv/I Specials 
: riourSwf.li ll 
Wanj/Wi Combo 
w Tjuniry Sessions 
Any Cm Sftatofaim Stn fa 
Pifcint Wuxinq 
Brazilian Mucta 
Partial tflMtfix 
■rult-H'igMhiht 
■aUo off/ring mrowi ,md tnaudng 
Be sure to mention this add for your discount. Ends March 31. 
ALL 
TUNE 
 cutcL  
LUBE 
BRAKES mid MORE ■ 
NOW OPEN 
MUNTENMICETUNE-UP 
From $2Q.90«* 
+£ 
.'X .eraser- 
* 
BG COOLANT FLISM $70.90 79- 
30/60/90 SCHEDULED 
MAINTUUNCE 
*19990     : 
I .■.-■?;■■ 
HARRISONBURG 
700 W. MARKET ST. 
(Next to Rockinghani New Holland 
Farm Equipment)    .^^^-^ 
540.4331179 WJjtfrW 
HI VISA DISC, VER V1;;;,';;'; 
Mon. - Fri. Ham   5pm 
Sat. Sam - 4pm 
QUALITY OIL CHMGE& LUBE   BGPUEl INDUCTION SERVICE 
' ' 
$TQ-90 15 
MOBIl 
COMPLETE TRANSMISSION 
MM SI ^0.90 129 
BRAKE SPECIAl 
$70-90 p...* 5 9.9C ENGINE REPLACEMENT SPECIALISTS $1   /\/V>M 100 
&voar§ 
The College of Education recognizes: 
Dr. David Herr 
Dr. Gay Ivey 
Dr. Oris Griffin 
Dr. Steven Purcell 
Distinguished Teacher Award 
Madison Scholar 
Distinguished Service Award 
Essie Glass Award for Outstanding 
Research and Teaching 
CONGRATULATIONS 
to our outstanding faculty! 
More Toyota buyers choose Steven because NOBODY 
can match our Service Department after the sale! 
We offer a full range of service and repairs with free shuttle service in Harnsonburg, 
24 hour early bird drop-off and accept MasterCard, VISA and Discover Most oil 
changes in 30 minutes or less-call today for an appointment 
10% DiSCMt Ml ST) 
Parts ft Service 
purchase with JMU ID 
No monthly fees! Lobby Driw-Up 
Mon-Thurs 8 30-5 8:30-6 
Friday 8:30-6 8:30-6 
Saturday 8:30-12 8:30-12 
Personal sen/ice from 
Natalie Wimer, Manage/ 
Local assistance with no "BOO" phone menu 
FREE internet banking and bill pay 
Farmers & Merchants Bank 
 The 1 alley \ community '"'"A tinea I'HIH 
Nine convenient full service branches in the Valley 
* Another New Harrisonburg Branch Now Open * 
Rt 33 East at Crossroads Farm - Ph 433-7575 
FDK www.farmersandmerchants.biz 
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LOSS: ODU wins 16th-straight CAA title 
LOSS, from page 15 
"1 don't think that's what 
cost us the game," said senior 
guard Lesley Dickinson, who 
finished with a game-high 17 
points and sevefi rebounds. 
"I think they just outplayed 
us at crucial points in the 
game." 
Regardless, JMU was able 
to keep it close, but couldn't 
establish a lead in the first 
hall and never had one in the 
second. 
With just 26 seconds left 
in the first, senior point 
guard Andrea Benvenuto 
drove the baseline and tied 
the score at 30-30 with a re- 
verse lay-up. 
fust when momentum fi- 
nally seemed to be swinging 
JMU's way, Jordan put up a 
deep, buzzer-beating 3-point- 
er to give ODL' the lead head- 
ing into the locker room. 
In the second half, the 
Dukes kept it close by getting 
to the foul line often, while 
hitting 89 5 percent (17-of- 
19) of their free throws. They 
were 88 percent from the 
stripe on the dav, compared 
toODU's 68 perctnt 
"It's ,i trui' heart and gut 
check," Larry said. "Down 
the stretch, vuu take punches 
the whole game and you give 
purulu-s ... and it's the team 
that gives the last punch that 
wins a game like tnis." 
At the end of the dav, 
ODU's bench had contrib- 
uted   20   points   to   Jordan's 
game-high 17. ODU center 
Tiffany Green and guard Sh- 
antel Williams each finished 
in double figures as well 
with 16 and 10, respectively. 
"Tomorrow is a new day," 
Alexis said. "We have to get 
ountlvct ready for MMtMA- 
son play. It's a quick turn- 
around;   we  can't  dwell   on 
this  loss   " 
Lunch & Dinner Monday-Saturday 
Sunday Brunch 
Catering packages available! 
'Uaw taking 
graduation reservations 
380 University Blvd. 
Located across from 
Regal Cinemas 
564-2988 
BROWN: Junior 
excited to play 
former teammates 
Make Your 
Smile 
Your First 
Impression 
BROWN, from page 15 
extra   bonus.   They've  got 
their hands full." 
Brooks said the whole 
team has caught Brown's 
infectious excitement. 
■ I h<'\ all love len, and 
if she's excited, they're ex- 
cited for her,'' Brooks said. 
"So its going to be interest- 
ing, because Jen's going to 
know a lot of people from 
both teams, including both 
coaching staffs. 1 don't think 
the coaching staff has real- 
ly changed much since she 
left. But 1 think she's mature 
enough she can handle the 
situation and use everything 
in a positive manner." 
Brown describes this 
game as "the cherry on top 
of my soap opera." She talk- 
ed to many of her former 
teammates Mondav night 
after the selection show and 
traded jokes with them, but 
is aware she traded blue 
and white for purple and 
gold. 
At**> *** T^ 
Invisalign Invisible Braces 
Cosmetic and General Dentistry 
Delta Dental Insurance Accepted 
Adjacent to JMU Campus 
Ken Copeland Family De?itistry 
$90 N.II Wenuc • Suin 100 • On* Block Awn SnmJitw Apartment! 
540 437  i()90 
"ii vi us     it-v.nf 
ICE CHKAM \ 
www.lUinaaD4iryB4r.com i 
Waffle Cones .55 Extra 
58 E. Wolfe St. & 2425 S. Main St., Harrisonburg 
South Main St. 
rTUnt Chocolate 
Chip 
Ottwntoivn 
5W-t3t-6980 
mini CooJaea 
& Cntam 
NCAA: 
JMU in 
tourney 
NCAA, from page 15 
the mentality lu play in a tournament 
and what it is bke to get your body 
ready," senior center Meredith Alexis 
said. "We WOT able to learn a lot for 
that experience.'' 
Pitt is making its first ever NCAA 
tournament appeararKv this weekend. 
It finished the season with a school 
record 23 wins, gttng 23-8 overall, in- 
ducting a 11 Wi record in the Big Rast 
Sophomore guard Shavonte Zellous 
and junior center Mercedes Walker 
will be the key to the Panther's attack. 
'They have a great guard in 
Shavonte Zellous/' Brooks said. 
"She has really come on in the ab- 
sence of a kid named |Karivle| Lim, 
who tore her ACL Mercedes Walker 
is |ust a load inside. She's a tremen- 
dous player." 
Zellous leads the team in scoring 
with 19.2 points per game and was 
second on the team with an awrage 
of six rebounds a night Walker was 
the team's second leading scorer av- 
eraging 15.6 points per game and ted 
the team with 9.4 rebounds per game. 
Her match up against Alexis the CAA 
Player of the Year, should go a long 
way in determining the games out- 
come. 
That will be a good challenge 
for me insde." said the 6-fcx*-3 center 
from Hanover Township Pa. "Our 
help defense will have to be really 
«xing against [Walker|." 
Madison will also have to avoid 
looking past its game with the Pan- 
thers to a potential second-round 
game against college basketball's 
all-time winningest coach Pat Sum- 
mit and her powerhouse Tennessee 
program. 
"We take them one at a time. 
You've heard me say that a million 
times," Brooks sad. "Well focus on 
Pittsburgh and if we are fortunate 
emnjgh to advance, worn about 
Tennessee. If Tennessee is fortunate 
enough to advance." 
The odds of 14-18 Drake upset- 
ting the powerful Volunteers are very 
shm; however, the Dukes do have a 
precedent ot taking down hip seeds 
in the NCAA tournament going 2-2 
against ire seeds suice 1986 
In IMRh eighth-seeded JMU de- 
feated No. 1 Virginia in Chariottes\ille, 
and in 1991 it again defeated a No. 
1, beating Perm State 73-71. In 1987. 
Madison fell to Texas in the Sweet 16, 
and in 1<*8 the Dukes lust to Tennes- 
see agaui in the Sweet 16. 
It is the Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life's pleasure to 
acknowledge this year's 4 Star Greek Chapters, based 
on their high level of achievement 
completed throughout the past year. 
Alpha Phi ♦ 
♦ Delta Delta Delta 
♦ Sigma Kappa 
♦ Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Zeta Tau Alpha ♦ 
Congratulations to the five chapters who earned 4 star 
recognition! We are very proud of all of you and hope 
you meet with continued success throughout the 
upcoming year. 
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i rermessee 
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James Madison    \- 
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Middle Tennessee 
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-1 
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Ohio State 
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Want to write about JMU sports? 
Email us at breezesports@hotmail.com 
for more information! 
Boston Beanerv 
Kf>l,UKAN1    ■ 
A I \\ H*l\ 
Get the Boston flavor down south. 
1/2 OFF •« 
1625 East Market St. 
Harnsonburg, VA 22801 
540.433.1870 
appetizers every Tuesday 
from 4 - close. 
Not combined with any other offer. 
Open 
/Ji       434-0601 
***T hrs/day 
Late Nights 
Late Mornings 25 % Discount with 
Satisfy your late night mum hits' College IDS 
Serve breakfast anytime. 
< i resit atmosphere. 
James Madison University Health Center 
OYcMen's Health Minute^Vr w4r* No. 11: Diabetes V/lV 
h., D...K,.... rj............ K'n   trx*i» bv Barbara Brcnnan XI). I'M* 
li is estimated lhal almost eight million men in 
ihe U.S. have type 2 diabetes melhtus (DM) and 
thai one third of those men do not know they have 
it Many millions more are thought to have_prc- 
diahetes and may eventually develop DM There 
is a lot that men can do lo prevent developing this 
disease and its complications. The basis of 
prevention and treatment is a healthy diet and 
regular exen 1st 
Type 2 diabetes is a disease vyhich takes a long 
time to develop Virtually every cell in the body 
requires glucose, or "blood sugar." lo function 
Glucose is produced from Ihe food we eat and is 
carried into cells by a hormone called insulin 
which is produced by the pancreas, an organ in the 
upper abdomen As "prc-diabelcs" develops, the 
body's cells become increasingly resisianl to Ihe 
action ol insulin More insulin is needed lo carry 
glucose into cells and the pancreas responds by 
producing increasing amounts of the hormone' 
Initially, this increased production of insulin is 
adequate to keep glucose al normal levels Over a 
period of years, however, more and more insulin 
is needed to cam glucose lo cells which are 
iiureasingly "insulin resistant" Eventually, nol 
enough insulin can be produced lo carry Ihe 
glucose to ihe cells and then glucose levels begin 
to consistently nse above normal This is when 
diabetes can be diagnosed. 
On.neragc.an individual will have diabetes tor 
■even or eight years before a diagnosis is made 
During this lime, high glucose levels can cause 
damage lo blood vessels and nerves. When 
symptoms develop they typically include 
latiguc; increased thirst. Irequenl urination: 
recurring bladder, skin and gum infections, and 
changes in vision 
Men with DM arc al increased risk for 
problems related to blood vessel and nerve 
damage. These problems can include decrea- 
sed vision or blindness, heart disease md 
stroke, and amputation of limbs These men 
are also more likely lo have erectile dysfunc- 
tion Ithe inability to have or keep an erection) 
than are men who don'l have DM. 
Knowing the risk lactors lor DM and work 
ing to decrease them can help to prevent the 
disease from developing Risk lactors include 
having a family history of the disease, being 
overweight and gelling little exercise (see Ihe 
UHC website for a link lo a diabeles risk calcu- 
lator) Regular exercise and a healthy diel 
ivnth plenty ol wholegrains, fruits, vegetables 
and "good fals such as Ihose found in fish, 
vegetable oils and many nutsi are Ihe founda- 
tion of prevention and ire.it merit of diabetes. 
1 IK has recently developed a program 
available to all JMU students WHO are II risk lor 
developing diabeles Sec Ihe I'lK website (bf 
information 
Contact brennabp'"jmu edu with comments 
or questions The Men's Health Minule can 
also be seen on Ihe L'HC website. 
LWHand WORK. 
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tXcotUt City, MaryUtnrt   mnd   VtlfftlUm IJvcich. Virginia 
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www. ocbeachphotos. com 
Wo nood fun. outgoing    in./1 <if motivatod students who are looking 
for valuable career building experience and an unforgettable summer 
Paid internships are available and come with a great tan. 
  (no photography experience noccessary} 
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What is Irish and left out on 
the lawn all summer? 
Paddy 0' Furniture!! 
Happy St. Patty's Day! 
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[For Sale 
APARTMENT FOR SALE Newly 
renovated (2005) furnished, ground 
floor. 2 bedroom. 2 bathroom apartmeni 
in Hunters Ridge Walking distance to 
campus Newest building in complex 
Parking just a few yards from rear 
entrance. Wireless security system. 
Excellent condition Available May, 
2007 Asking Price: SI 15.000. Contact 
Kale at: ardolikex/jmu cdu 
I For Rent 
5 ROOM. 3 BATH. H'RNISHF.I) 
Townhouics S1500. Walking Distant* 
July A August 2007 Available 
111 GUI 
NAGS HEAD 4-Month Student 
Summer Rentals. seabtTC7ereally.com 
(252) 255-4328 
TOWNHOUSE FOR LEASE 3 
bedroom. 2.5 bath w/ garage. S1200/ 
month Available Immediately. Near 
Bus Lii* Call Keith. Owner-Agent. 
820-7C0J 
HOUSE FOR RENT.House »ilh 4 
bedrooms 2 bathrooms, living room 
dining room, storage basement and 
backyard. 2 blocks from campus at 85 
E Tinman call 810-8290 
(5401810-8290 
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT 3 BR. 2 5 
Bath, all appliances, part (urn., Finished 
basement, end unit, near JMU. deck w' 
pnv yd $1200; mo 1757)375-8217 
.' Ml IIROOM. I IIAIIIROOM 
Apartment. North High, available 
8AT7 Includes refrigerator, stove. 
Unfurnished, (iroup lease. S51G7 month 
ilSJW  
Kl v I NEW 3 BEDROOM 
TOWNHOUSE $1200 - New 
townhouse with 3 bedrooms and 
2 5 baths Two level end unit. LESS 
THAN 6 MINUTES from CAMPUS. 
Available Early August Please email 
sararwlir anl com or call 703-887-1789 
APARTMENT FOR SUBI.EAM Ma) 
10. 134 W Grattan lease available 
for next school year 5 nun walk 
to    quad   S237.50   (7S7)    650-2430 
I Help Wanted 
WE PAY IP TO $75 per survey 
www GetPairfToThink.com 
WINTER/SPRING POSITIONS 
Available cam up to SI50 per day Exp 
not required. Undercover shopper, 
needed To judge retail and restaurant 
establishments      call      800-722-4791 
POOL MANAGER/LIFEGUARD 
Need a Summer Job'1 Now Hiring FT. 
PT. Weekend. Night - Pool Managers/ 
LifegiiardsAPPLYTODAY'JazziePools. 
com    703.532.0242    (703)   532-0242 
•BARTENDING? S2507 Day Potential 
No Experience Necessary. Training 
Available       (800r%S-6520      XT2I2 
ACAC Summer Camp in Charlottesvillc. 
VA is seeking committed Summer 
Camp Counselors for Summer. 2007 
Applications arc available at www.acac. 
com Please forward to ACAC MR. 923 
Gardens Blvd. Charlottesvillc. VA 22°0I. 
BARTENDING CLASSES Great money, 
work at the beach, job placement, close 
to campus, hands on training, contact 
gary roachroach75rtfhotrnail.com 
(540)671-1202 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT The 
Madeira School in McLean. VA is 
scekingcnergeticindividualswilhalove 
for chi Idren to stafl its summer day camp 
program For more information and to 
request an application, please email 
Mimmcr'i*ni,id.'ifj org  (703) S56-S2I3 
SUMMER JOB in Great Falls Re.ton 
area taking care of two teenagers 
i daughter age 13 and son age 15). 
Duties mainly consist of taking kids 
to swim and tennis cluh and other 
activities and help with folding laundry 
Part-time   from   May   -  mid-June 13 
- 6 p.m.I and full-time (8 30 • 5 30) 
beginning approximately June 14th. $10 
- S12 hour Contact Peler and Mercedes 
Cutler      at     pcutlcrl307Ugmail com 
WEBSITE DESIGN Wanted 
Technically proficient student 
w/ Dreamweaver website design 
experience to assist local business in 
creating new website   (540) 740-2541 
si MMI-R NANNY Part-time 
(20-25 hr/ wk), 2 elem. age hoys. 
refs and reliable tramp required. 
must he dependable Northern 
Va     (Springfield)    (7031    171-3993 
ARI CLASS M0DB looking 
for nude figure models for MTkWk, 
Artists (iroup Male/ female, any 
shape welcome Evening hours 
SI3/        hr        lucybird'tjgmail com 
SUMMER NANNY Looking for a fun. 
energetic, responsible full-time summer 
nanny for 2 boys (10 and 8) We need 
someone who un drive and would enjov 
-.wimming. playing, and having Inn with 
our kids We live in Kcston/ llcmdon 
and have ;in au pair suite with plentv 
ol priWH) V,e irtloMHI KHM0M who 
would like io live in and become part 
of our family Email frankomm hhmi 
org      or      call      (703)      7164M4 
|[ Wanted ] 
MM ip I ION loving childless, married 
couple wishes to ADOPI Newborn 
Supportive, nurturing environment for 
a child's growth and discovery Will 
pay medical and legal expenses. Please 
call Darrcll &   I races   1-800.996-2208 
c Services 
D\N(l LESSONS- IMtfoow. latin, 
swing. Argentine lango. student 
discounts. I)jncmgwiihk.ircii com 
CLEANING   SERVhCI    offered   for 
college students Call for rates and 
appointment times Very affordable and 
reliable   service Hi all   (757| 788.9531 
LIFEGUARD STAFF 
WANTED 
IWestover Swimming Pool ir 
larnsonburg. Competitive wages 
•veningAweekendhours Application* 
«cepted until positions are 111 led 
540)    434-0571    for    information 
[Travel] 
sMIHvj • one Day first I rcclall irom 
over 13.500" from 22 jumper aircraft 
Complete 
information is on wssw skydiveorange 
com    (ill I    ( I Kill |t   \ll 81    <<40) 
943-6587 
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NCAA clarifies Facebook gambling policy 
NCAA urges 
athletes to avoid 
Facebook pools 
BY All.EC.RA M Rlt MAUDS 
Hanxtrd Crimson 
CAMBRIDGE.   Mass   — The 
National Collegiate Athletic Asso- 
ciation clarified its warning about 
athlete participation in Facebook 
NCAA Tournament pools yester- 
Urj nylng that the NCAA did 
not yet have an official polio- re- 
garding the ubiquitous social net- 
working site. 
NCAA spokeswoman Stacev 
Osburn responded to news re- 
ports suggesting that participation 
in the Facebook pools constituted 
a violation of NCAA rules and 
could result in suspension from 
athletic activity for a year. Osburn 
s«ud in a telephone interview that 
the University of Georgia student 
newspaper had misinterpreted a 
statement suggesting that partio- 
pating in those pools was tanta- 
mount to gambling. 
Still, she urged students to 
err on the side of caution when 
considering entering pools. ny< 
ing that the NCAA does "not 
encourage student-athletes to 
participate." 
While the Facebook pools are 
free to enter, contestants can win 
up to $25,000 for submitting the 
best pndfctkni for how the 65 
teams in the NCAA's annual bas- 
ketball tournament will fan*. 
Osbum's statement from last 
week generated heated (Hnmton 
among NCAA members. Harvard 
Assistant Director of Athletes 
Nathan T. Fry wrote in an e-mail 
yesterday. He urged the NCAA to 
develop a firm policy regarding 
Facebook. 
The NCAA needs to take a 
hard look at how these pools affect 
college sports, if at all, and make a 
definitive ruling on their permis- 
sibility, " he wrote. "If there's no 
money placed on a bracket, is it 
really gambling?" 
In her statement last Wednes- 
day to the Rfd and Black, the daily 
newspaper at the University of 
Georgia,    Os- 
burn said, 
"It is a viola- 
tion of NCAA 
rules for stu- 
dent athletes, 
coaches     and 
t. 
If there's no money 
placed on a 
dminwntofi   bracket, is it really  apply to an sm- 
gambling? 
'There was confusion with 
the reporter," Osburn said, add- 
ing     that    she 
     was unfamiliar 
with Facebook. 
"He mischarac- 
tenzed what I 
said." 
NCAA nil* 
to participate 
in bracket con- 
tests when 
there is a fee 
required       to 
participate and      
when then- is 
an opportunity to win a prize. A 
prize would be the same as mon- 
etary gain 
dent-athletes 
and athletic 
staff. 
In order to 
change them to 
include      Face- 
book as a direct 
violation, the NCAA membership 
would have to submit a proposal 
to the association itself. 
— NATHAN FRY 
Harvard MM. director of athletics 
-93 
Osburn said the NCAA ob- 
rPcts to bracket contests with fees 
or prizes because they promote 
gambling. 
The NCAA has launched an 
anti-gambling campaign undei 
the slogan "Don't Bet On It." It 
sponsors a Web site under the 
same name that is an interactive 
online resource for student ath 
letes and staff. 
According to Osburn, wager 
ing is defined as "putting some- 
thing at risk with the opportu 
ruty to win something in return,' 
whether it's cash or a prize." 
Harvard University Directoi 
of Athletics Robert L Scalise did 
not respond to repeated requests 
for comment yesterday. 
JMU tennis takes 
down Richmond 
Doubles proves 
to be difference 
in home-opener 
The JMU men's tennis team 
swept doubles pl.n tor the point 
that made the difference in earn- 
ing a 4-3 victory over Richmond 
in its first home match of the sea- 
son. 
Junior Jesse Tarr and fresh- 
man Mike Smith led the Dukes 
by winning both their llnglii 
and doubles matches 
After splitting singles 3- 
3  with   Richmond,   the   Dukes 
doubles play proved to be domi- 
nant. 
JMU junior Jesse Tarr and 
freshman Mike Smith defeated 
Richmond's Chns Louis and Da- 
vid Berry 8-2, while JMU junior 
Carlin Campbell and senior Bri- 
an Clav defeated their opponents 
Doug Banker and Mike Sommer 
8-2. JMU senior John Snead and 
sophomore Bnan Rubenstein 
completed the sweep, defeating 
Bobbv M»-Nally «ind Will Minter 
The Dukes next will be at 
home against Mary Washington 
on March 20. The matt.li is sched- 
uled to begin at 3 p.m. 
— from staff reports 
Why HAUL stuff home when 
you could STORE it here? 
»n»—11—i—i 
•no i 
'tMHaWUniUMMiNiNMl 
-■rM.MKdMt.MMil 
Introducing 
Java Premium 
Coffee & Cappuccino 
Extreme Caffeine 
GET 1 
With nils coupon 
CUP 
!2oz cup 
At Participating Location 
Port Road Texaco 
704 Port Republic Rd 
Expire* April 30th 
No Iiii|iiii .ii.--. Accepted 
